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ABSTRACT

The performance of high voltage outdoor insulators can be greatly affected by
weather conditions. The weather conditions under investigation are cold tem
peratures coupled with high humidity levels. Weather data from a number of
coastal stations around South Africa was analyzed to determine whether surface
condensation was likely on outdoor insulators under these weather conditions.
A heat transfer equation was used to determine the response of the insulator sur
face temperature to the environmental temperature. It was found that surface
condensation would occur on the insulator surfaces which would lead to sudden,
heavy wetting of the surface. Outdoor insulators in coastal environments are
often heavily polluted, due to salt spray, and when wet, a conductive layer can
form on the insulator surface. This conductive layer can result in appreciable
leakage currents flowing on the insulator surface, often leading to premature
failure. Th8 finite element method program, Maxwcll, was used to simulate
the outdoor insulators both under these polluted, wet conditions and under
unpolluted conditions. Both cases were simulated for a silicone rubber, glass
cap-and-pin and two EPDM outdoor insulators. The polluted insulators were
simulated with varying pollution severities. The results of the simulations are
analyzed and the surface resistances of the wet polluted insulators were calcu
lated. An experiment was' set up to mask the environmental weather conditions
found which would lead to surface condensation. The insulators under test were
placed in a chilled weather chamber which introduced a steam fog to simulate
the humidity. The leakage current was measured and recorded for comparison
with the simulation results. The results of the weather chamber test showed
that surface condensation resulted in more severe wetting than manual wetting.
The weather chamber surface resistances calculated were much lower than those
calculated by the Maxwcll simulations. This was due to the difference it humid
particle temperature in the condensation rate equations used for the Maxwell
simulations, and the humid particle temperature of the steam fog used in the
weather chamber. Polluted coastal outdoor insulators exposed to the above
weather conditions will experience larger than normal leakage currents which
will lead to premature failure of the units.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Past experience with outdoor insulators has shown that glass insulators perform
poorly in coastal environments [lJ. EPDM insulators do not fair much better in
these environments as they lose their hydrophobicity quite quickly [1]. Research
has shown that silicone rubber insulators perform better than glass and EPDM
insulators in coa..'3tal sites due to their hydrophobic properties [1J.

Certain environmental stresses can lead to the flashover of insulators. In
sulators are particularly stressed in coastal environments due to excessive salt
pollution [1]. This in combination with hcavy wetting can also lead to failure.
Insulators need to be subjected to these specific stresses to e;,;tiJ-blish how they
react under the given conditions.

The weather conditions which will be under investigation in this disserta
tion will be cold temperatures coupled with high humidity levels. It is thought
that these conditions will result in surface condensation on the outdoor insula
tors. Surface condensation takes place when the insulator surface temperature
is colder than the environmental temperature.

A mathematical equation was used to determine the response of the insulator
surface temperature to the environmental conditions. Using this equation and
weather data collected from coastal sites in South Africa, it was found that
surface condensation would take place on insulator surfaces if the given weather
conditions were to occur again, which is probable.

The amount of water that condenses onto the insulator surfaces as a result
of surface condensation needs to be calculated so that the effect on the leakage
currents can be determined. Practical experiments also need to be carried out so
as to measure the effect of surface condensation on polluted insulator surfaces.

1.1 References

[1] JT Burnham, DW Busch, JD Renowden. "FPL's Christmas 1991 Transmis
sion Outages". IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery. Volume 8, Number 4.
October 1993.
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Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

Outdoor insulators in coastal environments have been found to perform poorly
[1]. This is particularly true for glass and EPDM type insulators [1]. This is due
to the accumulation of a salt deposit on the insulator surface [1]. When these salt
polluted insulators are wet, either by rain, mist or fog, intensive leakage currents
may develop leading to dry band arcing which, if sever enough, can be followed
hv im;nlator ~12,sbc\'cr [2]. The specific weather conditions under investigation
10r this disse r Ultiol', \vhich are cold temperatm:es along with high humidity
levels, can lead to sudden severe wetting due to surface condensation. This is
the main topic of investigation. The literature review gives more background to
this topic.

The history of the development of outdoor insulators is presented, as well
as the history of outdoor insulators in South Africa. A background is given to
illustrate the need for a new test method to test the performance of outdoor
insulators in a coastal environment under cold and humid weather conditions
and the effect of a coastal environment on the insulators is shown.

A number of test methods currently in use are discussed. Hydrophobicity,
and the recovery thereof, is investigated as it plays an important role in the
performance of polymer insulators in polluted, wet environments. Some of the
different types of discharge activities leading to degradation are covered as well
as the effects of these discharges on the insulator surfaces. A new test method is
then proposed which will simulate environmental stresses specific to the South
African coastal environments.

2.2 History

The first glass pin type insulators appeared in 1858 and at the beginning of
the 20t h century suspension insulators came into being. By 1910 the cap-and
pin type insulators already had geometrical designs not dissimilar from those
of today [3]. Glass and porcelain insulators still dominate the market today
as they have an excellent service life of more than fifty years. However much
research has been done in attempts to improve the contamination performance
of insulators [3]. This was one of the reasons for the development of non-ceramic,
or polymer, insulators.

2



The first non-ceramic insulators to be manufactured on a commercial bases
were brought out in about 1964 and were composed of epoxy resin [4]. However
these units failed after a short period of outdoor exposure. This initial design
was followed by a composite insulator design having porcelain sheds supported
by an epoxy resin coated fiberglass rod [4J. These non-ceramic insulators were
mostly used on distribution lines in the 70's. However early installations failed
due to inadequate sealing against the ingress of water into the interface between
the glass fiber core and the covering sheath, resulting in acid attack on the core
leading to brittle fracture [5]. After a few years the first generation of current
polymer insulators were introduced by rnar.lUfacturers in West Germany, the
United States, France, England and Italy [4]. All these insulators were composed
of a fiberglass core covered by polymer weathersheds.

However a number of problems arouse after a few years of operation in the
field [4]. These problems were tracking and erosion of the shed material, chalking
or crazing of the insulator surface, reduction of contamination flashover strength,
deterioration of the mechanical strength, loosening of end fitting, bonding fail
ures, breakdown along the rod-shed interface, and water penetration. As a result
of these reported failures extensive research was conducted on the performance
of polymer insulators under different electrical and environmental stresses [4].

An improved understanding of the failure mechanisms involved resulted in
new, better performing insulator designs. An increase in quality control during
production also resulted in more reliable insulators [4]. '-f'l~c!se irnprm'ed units
had better corona resistance, tracking free sheds and slip-free end fittings [4],
Polymer insulators are advantageous over traditional ceramic insulators as they
are more light weight, resistant to vandalism, have a high strength to weight
ratio, often better contamination performance and improved transmission line
aesthetics [4J.

These excellent qualities have lead to an increase in popularity of polymer
insulators [6J. Experience with silicone rubber insulators is that fiashovers are
rare and failures are usually due to mechanical reasons like brittle fracture [5].
EPDM insulators, however, have been shown to perform more poorly than sili
cone rubber insulators under severely polluted conditions [1].

More research needs to be performed in order to determine the behavior of
glass and polymer insulators under cold and humid conditions in coastal areas.

2.3 Previous Experience in Coastal Environments

In the Christmas of 1991 the Florida Power and Lighting Company, FPL, expe
rienced a record number of contamination related outages [1]. After in-service
investigations, which included reviews of weather data as well as results from
accelerated aging tests on polymers, it was concluded that certain metrologi
cal conditions over the period of 21 to 29 December 1991, lead to transmission
contamination outages[l]. A large number of the outages were attributed to
specific insulator types and their reaction to the contamination events. Local
pollutants in the Florida area included: salt, road dust, fly ash, construction
dirt, and dust from cement plants, bird droppings and agricultural spray [1].
The transmission lines were situated near the coast, which is a source of sever
salt pollution and abundant humidity.

The weather patterns prior to the outages are thought to be responsible for

3



the major part of the flashovers. There was very little rain in the beginning of
the month of December and therefore the local contamination on the insulators
accumulated as it could not be washed off as there was very little or no rain
[1]. There were strong winds which deposited salt spray from the sea onto the
insulator surfaces. These salt deposits occurred as far as 43 kilometers inland
in some places [1].

A cold front then moved through Florida which brought cold weather ac
companied by high humidity, which resulted in fog and surface dew formation.
The heavily polluted insulators, wetted by humidity, fog and dew, then tended
to flashover [1].

Many of the outages were attributed to contamination flashovers on EPDM
polymer insulators and porcelain post and suspension insulators. Silicone rub
ber insulators had no contamination outages despite being in the heaviest salt
contamination regions [1]. However the possibility of similar pollution flashovers
on silicone rubber insulators should not be ruled out and should be investigated
further. Particularly since silicone rubber is suspectable to surface erosion in
severe coastal environments which often times has the effect of temporarily re
ducing the hydrophobicity of the insulator surface [7, 8]. It has also been shown
that if a silicone rubber insulator is polluted suddenly, like from a salt storm,
it will take a few hours for the hydrophobicity to recover. Should the silicone
rubber insulator be wet before it has has a chance to recover its hydrophobicity,
flashover of the insulator will ;)e more likely, as discussed in a later section. The
cold front conditions mentioned above will be the conditions that will be used
for the investigation into the performance of the outdoor insulators in cold and
humid environments.

2.4 Insulators in South Africa

In South Africa the local power utility, Eskom, has found that the use of silicone
rubber insulators has significantly improved the performance of transmission
lines in highly polluted regions [9J. Previously glass cap-and-pin type insulators
were in use in these areas which lead to a large number of contamination flash
overs. Silicone rubber and other composite type insulators, like EPDM, are only
really being used in areas of high pollution and vandalism [9].

Silicone rubber insulators have recently been used as the primary insulator
in new installations in the Kwa-Zulu Natal province [9]. In Kwa-Zulu Natal
the combination of marine pollution and industrial pollution, have lead to an
unacceptable number of pollution flashovers in past years during late winter and
early spring [9], this is a period of the year where the region experiences frequent
cold fronts. The heavy pollution levels were exacerbated by local weather and
atmospheric conditions. This was a problem which conventional glass cap-and
pin insulators are unable to withstand and the hydrophobic silicone rubber
insulators are now being used to try and curb the problem [9J.

In the Western Cape polymer insulators were first installed in 1978/79 [9].
Various 440kV lines in the Northern, Northwestern and Southern Cape have
shown a' great improvement in performance since the introduction of polymer
insulators [9]. It was decided in 1990 to make a move towards progressively
reinsulating the coastal 275 and 400kV lines with silicone rubber insulators
with the aim to improve pollution performance with the aid of silicone rubber's
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hydrophobic properties [9].
Very similar weather patterns are experienced in South Africa as to those

which resulted in the large number of outages experienced in Florida in 1991. It
could therefore be possible for South Africa to experience similar contamination
related outages. It is important to be able to understand the processes which
occur when heavily polluted insulators are exposed to sudden wetting due to
these weather conditions. A thorough understanding will allow one to predict
the insulators behavior and therefore prevent power outages.

2.5 Insulators in a Marine Environment

A marine environment is usually accompanied with a high relative humidity and
salt pollution [10]. The salt from the sea is blown onto the insulator surfaces.
Salt storms result in the rapid deposit of humid salt particles on the insulator
surface, forming densely packed layers of salt on the surface [7]. A salt deposit
density of more than 0.3mg/cm2 is classed as very heavy. Salt deposits due to
marine pollution often exceed this limit [la]. It has been found that the salt
deposit density depends on the wind velocity and duration, type of insulator,
and whether or not it rains. Rain not only has a washing effect but can also
prevents the salt from reaching the test site depending on the precipitation rate
[11].

The high humidity levels may rec;ult. in rapid 'wetting, Wh8i'e pCJllutecl insu
lators are then likely to ftashover fairly readily [10]. It has been observed that
intensive, long duration discharges occur in coastal or heavily contaminated
areas; these too can result to rapid insulator failure [4].

Marine pollution results in a large number of flashover incidences on ceramic
and EPDM insulators [9]. The hydrophobicity of the silicone rubber insulators
makes the insulators more resistant to pollution flashovers.

2.6 Silicone Rubber and EPDM Insulators

Silicone rubber insulators are well known for there excellent performance in
heavily polluted areas [9]. The hydrophobicity of the material is the major
reason for its resistance to failures. EPDM insulators also display hydrophobic
properties, but these tend to be lost quite quickly once the insulators are exposed
to the environment [11].

Polymer insulators are good dielectrics, have a wide flexible temperature
range and a mild resistance to DV radiation. They are resistant to thermal
degradation and corona discharge. The most important attribute is their hy
drophobicity and in the case of silicone rubber the migration of this hydropho
bicity to aged or polluted layers [6].

2.6.1 Hydrophobicity

Hydrophobicity is not always fully effective as it can be diminished by weather
ing and surface electrical discharges or even temporarily lost [11, 12, 13]. When
this occurs it results in a more easily wetted surface. The water on the surface
may dissolve pollution particles and so become conductive, resulting in a change
in electrical strength with a change in hydrophobicity [8]. Exposure to wetness
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and contamination can also lead to a loss of hydrophobicity due to the reori
entation of the methyl groups, but this can always be recovered in the case of
silicone rubber [11, 14]. EPDM insulators get their hydrophobic properties from
the silicone release agents used during their manufacturing process [15,16]. Once
they are exposed to outdoor conditions they tend to lose their hydrophobicity
fairly quickly and unlike silicone rubber insulators they are unable to recover
their hydrophobicity.

Polymeric insulators, like silicone rubber and EPDM, are more prone to
chemical changes which may adversely affect the performance of the insulators
[11]. Polymers are weakly bonded on the molecular scale which gives them a low
surface free energy value. This allows polymers to resist the formation of contin
uous water layers, thus making them hydrophobic [12].The value of the surface
free energy of the material indicates whether it is hydrophobic (low value) or hy
drophilic (high value) [8]. Electrical discharges, which conduct pulses of current
over the surface, can increase the value of the surface free energy, possibly due
to photon action, thus reducing the surface hydrophobicity [8J. Insulators can
be classed into different levels of hydrophobicity using the STRI hydrophobicity
classification guide [17J. The hydrophobicity is divided into seven categories
where 1 is completely hydrophobic and 7 is totally hydrophilic [6].

Silicone rubber has the ability to recover lost hydrophobicity if allowed to
rcsl without s;lbj~'Gting ;[ to eJ.:/::;tr;;:.:I.] c.i:;cbarg1os [1::.]. It hc.s 1,.:;!1 "hc\':n to
exhibit a large improvement in electrical l.!chavior after a rest p~riGci t:cij. This
recovery of hydrophobicity is due, in part, to the diffusion of low molecular
weight, LMW, polymer chains from the bulk to the surface as well as the re
orientation of hydrophobic groups at the surface [11]. These LMW particles,
which are transferred to some parts of the contamination layer, prevent a com
plete dissolution of the cpnductive pollution layer under wet conditions and can
be seen as a reduction in the thickness of the contamination layer [12, 5J.

Once the silicone rubber surface has been aged by electrical discharges the
amount of polymer in the surface is depleted [5J. Here the electrical discharge
breaks up the long polymer chains. The smallest chains then evaporate and the
slightly longer chains diffuse to the surface. Therefore, after electrical degrada
tion, there are quite a few of the slightly longer polymer chains (LMW) at the
very surface (up to lOnm), their occurrence then reduces drastically due to the
aging and then slowly builds up further into the bulk [5].

An increase in temperature increases the rate of the electrochemical process;
however the same increase in temperature results in an increase in chain scission,
hence resulting in the formation of new LMW components, giving rise to LMW
renewal [5]. Long term electrical activity does not seem to destroy all the
reserves of LMW particles [5].

When the electrical discharges cease, aging will stop and the recovery process
can begin. If recovery is not complete aging will begin at more advanced stage in
the next wet period [5]. When in a marine environment the insulator surfaces
are occasionally coated with a dense layer of salt, this makes hydrophobicity
transfer difficult. This is because the silicone fluid and LMW particles can not
dissolve into the salt crystals on the surface, neither can they diffuse through
them [7]. This further illustrates the need for investigations into the performance
of silicone rubber insulators at the coast.
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2.7 Glass Cap-and-Pin Insulators

Glass cap-and pin type insulators have been in use for many years. Over time ex
perience has indicated that the flashover performance of glass insulators is poor
in heavily polluted conditions [9]. This in mainly due to the glass's hydrophillic
nature. It is easily wet and when the surface is severely polluted a continuous
conduction layer is formed on the surface of the glass insulator, leading to high
leakage currents and eventual flashover. For this reason glass insulators have to
be washed periodically in order to improve service performance [9].

Glass insulators are not organic in nature and are therefore less prone to
physical and chemical changes due to surface discharges, than polymer insulators
[18]. This makes them more resistant to deterioration due to discharge activity.
However they do experience other forms of damage through vandalism, cement
growth, pin erosion and the corrosion of the metal flanges. This corrosion is
especially prominent in coastal sites and can lead to flashover [1, 19, 20].

2.8 Tests and Contamination Methods

A range of different accelerated aging tests have been developed and conse
quently a range of different methods used to artificially contaminate the insu
lators under test have been introduced.

2.8.1 Current tests

One of the more common tests is the Salt-Fog test. The samples are mounted in
the center of the test chamber and the fog is generated using lEG 507 fog nozzles
[2]. The fog flow rate most commonly used was approximately 1.6l/min. The
water conductivities used tended to range from 300 to 2000 p,S/m [2]. The lower
water conductivities are used to assess the leakage current suppression, while
the higher conductivities are used to evaluate the tracking and erosion resistance
of the insulators. The salt-fog chamber tests are usually run in cycles, with a
period of applied wetting and voltage followed by a period of rest. Each cycle
is several hours in duration. An electrical stress of approximately 50V/mm is
most commonly used in these tests [2].

Another common test used to access the behavior of insulators under con
taminated conditions, is the clean fog or steam fog techniques. The steam or
cold fog input rate recommended by lEG 507 is 50m3g/h [12]. The steam fog
for the chamber is created by boiling water in basins. The cold fog is generated
using lEG 507 fog nozzles [6]. Voltage and wetting are applied simultaneously
to the test object in the clean fog test, and is often cycled as mentioned above.
A fog density of 13-15g/m3 , is considered to be severe [13].

A multi-stress test has also been developed where different stresses, such as
temperatures, DV radiation, contamination, rain and clear mist, can be applied
in cycles [21]. DV radiation can be simulated using an array of fluorescent lights
[22].

The dry-salt-layer (DSL) flashover test method has also been developed to
test the insulators [23]. This test consists of separate pollution deposit and
wetting phases. The test object is energized at a constant voltage during the
pollution deposit phase; the voltage value is its maximum service voltage. The
"progressive stress test" is used during the wetting phase [23]. During the
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wetting phase steam fog is blown onto the test objects. Here the voltage is
gradually stepped up until fiashover occurs [23]. The duration of the steps is
initially short. Over the expected range of the fiashover the duration of each step
is increased. After the predicted ilashover range had been passed, the duration
is shortened again to prevent pollution leaching [23].

A method that can be used to find the surface conductivity data is the insu
lator pollution monitoring apparatus (IPMA). For the IPMA test the insulator
is placed in a closed controlled environment [24J. An air blower is then used
to dry the insulator. The leakage current over the insulator is measured as a
dry reference [24]. The wetting cycle then begins where a short pulse of steam
is injected into the chamber and the voltage and leakage current are measured.
This is repeated until an increase in the leakage current is recorded [24]. The
surface conductivity can then be calculated using the current, voltage and a
form factor [24J.

The stepped tracking wheel test can also be used to evaluate the performance
of insulators [2]. The wheel holds four samples and goes through four positions
in the wheel cycle. In the first position the sample is dipped into a saline solution
of a chosen conductivity. The second position allows excess solution to drip off
the insulator. The third position is where the insulator is energized [2]. The
last position allows the insulator to cool after possible dry band arcing. Each
stage of the cycle has a very short duration of approximately 20 seconds [2J.

As can be seen from the above test methods there is no oHicial test used to
evaluate the performance of outdoor high voltage insulators when exposed to
both cold temperatures and high humidity levels. It is apparent that a new test
method be introduced for this purpose. It is expected that the steam fog test
will be the test setup that will be used to introduce the humid conditions for
the purposes of this investigation.

2.8.2 Artificial Contamination Methods

The application of the contamination layer on composite insulators is difficult
due to their hydrophobic properties. The traditional wet pollution application is
difficult for EPDM and Silicone Rubber insulators due to the hydrophobicity of
the materials [25]. Pre-treatment of the surface results in a fairly uniform con
tamination layer however this alters the original hydrophobicity of the insulator
[25].

Insulators can be contaminated using a solid contaminant. The samples
are precontaminated with a mixture made up of 240 mesh silicone dioxide, salt
and paper pulp. The samples are dipped into a slurry of the above in order to
contaminate them and then allowed to dry [2].

Another method of contamination is where minute water droplets are sprayed
onto the surface of the insulator [20]. Powdered kaolin is then sprayed over the
surface. After drying the kaolin is then washed off with tap water. The insu
lators are then immersed into the solution of kaolin with added salt, taken out
and allowed to dry [20J. However this method, requiring drying time, does allow
for hydrophobicity transfer to the contamination layer.

A dry pre-contamination system has been developed to offer a new method of
contamination which does not require drying. It is based on a solid spray system.
A mixture of kaolin and salt is deposited on the surface using a commercial
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sand-blasting nozzle [25]. A disadvantage of this method is that the ESDD
levels above O.lmg/cm2 are difficult to achieve [25].

A new Dry-Mixing Contamination method has also heen developed where
two nozzles are used to introduce solid particles and atomized liquid into a
turbulent flow of air [25]. The solid particles are mixed with the atomized salt
solution in the jet of air and then carried by the jet of air onto the insulator
surface. This method allows one to coat the surface of the insulator with a
homogeneous layer of contamination without wetting the surface [25].

In the Dry-salt-layer method of contamination an artificial wind is used to
blow humid salt particles onto the test object [23]. The humid salt particles
were generated using a salt injection system comprising conventional Salt-Fog
nozzles [23].

The insulators which will be under test in this investigation will be conta
minated by dipping the insulators into a slurry, consisting of tap water, kaolin
and salt, and then allowed to dry. Certain methods will have to be employed to
aid with the wetting of the hydrophobic polymer insulators.

The contamination severity of an insulator surface is defined in terms of
the equivalent salt deposit density, ESDD, and the non-soluble deposit density,
NSDD [12]. The NSDD and the ESDD can be calculated by calculating the
conductivity of the solution and the weight of the non-soluble solution that
resulted from the washing of the insulators with distilled water [6]. ESDD
is expresses as milligrams uf salt per unit surface area, (cm2 ), i:l.\ld l\SDD is
milligrams of non-soluble deposit per unit surface area [12].

2.8.3 Short eomings of Tests

Although the tests have all been run many times and are recognized testing pro
cedures they do not represent all environmental stresses to which the insulators
could be exposed. A new test method is required to allow the outdoor insulators
to be tested under extreme environmental stresses, similar to those experienced
in Florida in 1991 which lead to a series of contamination flashovers [1]. These
stresses consist of extreme pollution, humidity and cold temperatures.

2.9 The Aging Process of Polymers

The two important factors that determine the long term performance of outdoor
polymeric insulators are the ability to minimize the leakage current, and the
resistance to tracking and erosion [2]. ll'acking and erosion usually occurs when
the material has, either temporarily or permanently, lost its ability to minimize
leakage current.

The effect of DV radiation must also be considered as it too affects the per
formance of polymer insulators. Polymers have side groups and crosslinks that
contain organic bonds which are susceptible to DV attack [26]. DV radiation
can also initiate an automatic oxidation reaction, leading to the deterioration of
the surface material [14, 7]. When silicone rubber is exposed to DV radiation it
displays more hydrophobicity than when it is ~hielded from DV radiation [26,
11, 7]. This could be because the DV radiation is increasing the rate of LMW
diffusion to the pollution layer or surface [26]. EPDM insulators on the other
hand show a decrease in hydrophobicity after exposure to DV radiation. This is
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due to the breakage of certain C-H and C-C honds within the EPDM material
by the DV radiation [18].

2.9.1 The Effect of Water on the Insulator Surface

Water droplets act as a field enhancing factor and distort the field often leading
to corona [5]. A water droplet distorts in the direction of the electric field.
Usually an electric field of 400-600V/mm gives rise to corona on water drops
[5]. It has been advised that corona grading rings be used on transmission lines
in the coastal areas so as to reduce aging due to corona [9].

Water, being a good conductor, has the ability to short out parts of the
insulator eventually leading to flashover [8]. The nature of the breakdown can
depend on the conductivity of the water droplet. If the droplet has a Iow
conductivity, breakdown will occur across the water surface, however if the
water has a high conductivity breakdown will occur through the water droplet
[8].

If the surface of the insulator is hydrophillic, either due to discharge activity
or due to the insulator being hydrophiIlic in nature, like glass; the droplet will
spread out over the affected area, forming water ribbons. A water drop on
the surface can reduce the flashover voltage by up to 30% [8]. If the insulator
surface is fully hydrophobic, fla.."hovcr is induced by a gross distortion of the
water droplets such that. it. covers more of the surface and its stress eDhancin~

factor is increased by about 60% [8].

2.9.2 Discharge Activity

Virgin polymer insulators are strongly hydrophobic and the only currents which
flow through the insulator are capacitive currents and the insulator performance
is very good [5]. However as time goes by pollution collects on the surface.
There is then an increase in surface roughness due to embedded pollution and
DV exposure [5]. Localized corona can also increase surface roughness and so
aid the build up of a pollution layer [5].

The presence of rain, dew, fog and high humidity can lead to the formation
of water droplets on the polymer surfaces leading to discharge activity on the
surface, resulting in a loss of hydrophobicity in polymers [5]. The water droplets
on the surface also react with the polymer material and leads to a reorientation
of the methyl groups leading to further temporary loss of hydrophobicity [5].

With polymer insulators the regions where the hydrophobicity is diminished
the surface wets easily, dissolving some of the pollution and forming a conductive
layer [5]. This process happens readily on glass insulators as they are naturally
hydrophilIic. Water drop ribbons can then form, allowing currents to flow more
easily and thus there is an increase in the leakage current [5].

When the water droplets on the insulator dry aging will stop, and the surface
will be able to start recovering in the case of silicone rubber insulators. If the
recovery process is not complete, aging will begin at a more advanced level in
the next cycle of electrical discharges [5].

When wetting of an energized insulator occurs a leakage current flows over
the surface to ground. Due to joule heating the conducting layer dries out in
certain places limiting the flow of leakage current [27]. As a result large voltages
develop across the dry bands resulting in sparking across the bands (dry bad
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arcing), accompanied by higher leakage current pulses. This activity leads to
material degradation [27].

Dry band activity before flashover is characterized by bright, energetic dis
charges. These discharges grow in size when in fog conditions [12]. During
heavy arcing the dry bands could span about 60% of the total leakage distance
of the insulator [12]. It is only the small unbridged sections on the insulator
that prevent Hashover from occurring.

Discharge activity tends to increase in the presence of wind and rain. A light
pollution layer also results in stress intensification at the shed tips [27]. The
polymer material, being organic, in the dry band area changes due to electrical
leakage current and discharge activity [24].

2.9.3 Deterioration due to Aging

The major cause of electrical failure is deterioration which includes erosion,
corona cutting, chalking and crazing of the surface [4]. DV radiation and chem
ical changes on the polymer insulator surface can result in discolouring, chalking
and crazing after a few years of exposure [4]. These phenomena increase the
intensity of surface discharges and hence shorten insulator life. Continuous dis
charges lead to local hot spots which can lead to burns or chemical changes
which result in erosion [4.]. Glass insulators are not organic and therefo:'e do not
experience the same level of chemical and physical aging as polYI1lp.r insulators
[18]. However they still suffer from forms of erosion and tracking.

Some definitions of observed types of deterioration or damage are shown
below [27].

Discolouration is a change in the base colour of the housing material of the composite
insulator.

Chalking is the appearance of some filler particles of the housing material, forming
a rough or powdery surface.

Crazing comprises of surface micro fractures of depths approximately 0.01 to O.lmm.

Dry Bands are the signs left on the insulator material surface after dry band activity
has taken place.

Tracking is the irreversible degradation by the formation of conductive paths on the
surface of an insulator surface. These paths are conductive even under dry
conditions.

Erosion is the irreversible and non-conducting degradation of the surface of the
insulating material by means of loss of material [23].

Aging of insulators is an important aspect to observe because as the age of
the insulator increases so does Ithe leakage current, surface charge and wattsloss
[21]. It has been shown that surface roughness and porosity also increase with
ageing [21]. With continued aging the insulators will finally fail due to erosion
and tracking on the surface [3].
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2.10 Proposed New test Method

A new test method is proposed in order to investigate the performance of
outdoor insulators under specific environmental stresses. The environmental
stresses encountered on the Florida coast in 1991 will be simulated for the
purposes of the tests. These conditions were the cooling of severely polluted
insulators followed by rapid wetting due to extreme humidity [IJ. The envi
ronmental stresses encountered in Florida during 1991 are very similar to those
encountered on the South African coasts and therefore the behavior of outdoor
insulators in these regions needs to be investigated.

These specific environmental stresses have lead to the sudden failures of
transmission line networks [1]. The majority of the failures were on ceramic or
EPDM insulators [1], it is therefore of great importance to fully investigate how
outdoor insulators behave under these extreme conditions.

The leakage current on the insulators under these conditions needs to be
observed. Often the leakage current is a good indication of when the insulator is
likely to f1ashover. Leakage currents in the range of 1-5A often lead to complete
f1ashover [16]. During this investigation the leakage current is not expected to
exceed 150mA.

The proposed new test method requires a cooling chamber to simulate the
cooling of the insulators when they are c':posed to cold front conditions. Steam
is [~.L~'J rsquireo ill orr3er :.JoJ ::;~rntl13t~ ~j!~ high hU'.11idit:,r \vb~ch tll'J iilS1Jlc.~tOl'S

experiance due to their proximity to U:.n coas~. r.Che SLeiGll wiil be g81:el'atecl by
boilers.

From weather data collected it has been observed that there is a possibility
of having a combination of both cold temperatures and high humidity levels.
For example in the Cape Town weather station in 2005, minimum temperatures
of approximately 7°C were recorded in conjunction with humidity of 97% [27J.
Similar conditions occurred at Langebaan and Lambertsbaai stations. Only the
weather data for a few stations could be obtained but it showed after brief analy
sis that the occurrence of these specific conditions indicates that it is a common
occurrence and so lends itself to the possibility of contamination ftashover due
to sudden wetting of the insulator surface [28J. A more thorough investigation
into the South African coastal weather conditions is presented in section 5.6 on
page 38.

For the new test method proposed it is suggested that the cooling, or weather,
chamber be cooled to temperatures ranging between 5°C and 20 QC, and the
humidity then raised above 85%. These conditions will simulate those expe
rienced at the above mentioned stations in order to determine the electrical
performance of outdoor insulators in these areas. It is expected that these cold
temperatures coupled with the high humidity levels will lead to surface conden
sation, as discussed in further detail in chapters 3, 4 and 5.
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Chapter 3

HEAT ANALYSIS

3.1 Introduction

In order for one to determine whether heavy condensation will occur on the
surface of the insulator, it is necessary to determine the behavior of the insulator
surface temperature in response to the environmental conditions in which it is
placed. If the surface temperature is cooler than the environmental temperature
it will result in the cooling of the air in close proximity to the cooler surface.
If the air in this region is cooled below dew point tC'mperature condensation
will occur on the surfare of the insulator [1]. This process is called surface
condensation and could possibly result in rapid wetting of the insulator surface
and therefore increase the possibility of flashover of the insulator [2].

The surface temperature of the insulator can be afl'ected by conductive heat
transfer from the surrounding air and by radiative heat transfer from the sun.
Both these methods of heating, or cooling, will be investigated. An equation
was found in order to model the surface temperature changes experienced by a
polymer insulator when exposed to the environment. The response of a glass or
ceramic insulator's surface to the environmental conditions was not investigated.
This is because glass has a much higher thermal conductivity than the EPDM
and silicone rubber materials [3]. This means that it will be able to conduct
heat easily, it will therefore heat up more easily than the EPDM and silicone
rubber insulators. Investigating the polymer insulators will lead to a worst
case investigation as their response to heat is more delayed, possibly leading to
a greater difference in environmental and insulator surface temperature. The
glass insulator has a higher surface area to weight ratio, thus leading to higher
condensation rate [4]. However they will not be modeled in the heat analysis
due to time constraints. The effect of the higher surface area to weight ratio of
the glass insulators will be analyzed at the end of the dissertation.

3.2 Heat Analysis

Since only the surface temperature of the insulator is required the equation
below could be used [3].

-(h(T - Tsur ) + wb(T4
- T;ur))As = pVolinsCp a:; (1)

Where:
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h , is the convective heat transfer coefficient (m~!K )

T , is the temperature of the insulator, in Kelvin (K)

T sur ,is the temperature of the surrounding environment (K).

E , is the emissivity of the insulator.

ab , is Boltzmann's constant, 5.699 x 10-8 W jm 2K4

As ,is the surface area of the insulator (m2
)

p , is the density of the insulator surface material (kgjm3 )

Vol ins ,is the volume of the insulator (m3 )

Gp , is the specific heat of the insulator surface material (kJ jkg . K)

%li ,is the change in temperature with time

Equation (1) describes the energy balance on the outdoor insulator. The first
term on the left hand side represents the energy lost or gained due to convection,
while the seco~.ld term represents the energy lost or gained via radiation [5]. The
term on the right hand side of the equation represents the overall energy of the
system [5]. Each term on the left hand side of the equation will be discussed
separately in the following sections.

3.2.1 Convection

Heat can be transferred to or from an object by convection. The amount of en
ergy transferred to the object via convection can be calculated from the equation
below [5].

h(T - Tsur ) (2)

In equation (2), h is the convection heat transfer coefficient and is dependent
on the material and geometry of the object in question as well as the nature of
the environment in which the object exists [6]. The temperature of the object is
represented by T and the temperature of the environment is 1~ur, both expressed
in Kelvin. The value of the convection heat transfer coefficient can be calculated
using the equation below [6].

K
h = NUD,ave D (3)

Where:

NUD,ave ,is the Nusselt Number

K , is the thermal conductivity of the insulator (Wjm· K)

D , is the diameter of the insulator (m)
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For the analysis a cylindrical shape was chosen to approximate the geometry
of the insulator. The calculation of the Nusselt number is more complicated and
can be performed using a number of different approaches [6]. For the purpose
of this paper the following equation was used to calculate the Nusselt umber
[6,7].

NUD,ave =

(4)

Where ReD and Pr are the Reynolds Number and the Prandtl Number
respectively. For the analysis, the value of the Prandtl Number was set to be
0.713, as was used in a similar example in [6]. The value of the Reynolds Number
can be calculated using the following equation [6].

'Where:

Voo , is the velocity of the wind flowing around the insulator (m/s)

D , is the diameter of the insulator (m)

v , is the kinematic viscosity, which is 13.93xlO-6m 2 / s for air [2].

From equations (2), (3), (4) and (5) one can calculate the term represent
ing the convection associated with the insulator in the environment. Since the
insulator is in a dynamic environment the magnitude and direction of the con
vection will change with the environmental conditions, namely the temperature
and wind velocity. The change in the wind velocity will effect the value of h.

Weather data was obtained from the South African Weather Service. The
data was in the form of hourly temperature, humidity, wind speed and wind
direction readings over a number of years. The amount of data obtained dif
fered from weather station to weather station. The hourly temperatures and
wind speeds were used to calculate the convection term in equation (1). This
term along with that found for the radiation was used to find the change in
temperature of the insulator surface with time.

3.2.2 Radiation

The term describing the energy change due to radiation is shown below [5].

E , is the emissivity of the insulator.

ab ,is Boltzmann's constant, 5.699 x 10-8 W/m2 K 4
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T , is the temperature of the insulator (K)

Tsur ,is the temperature of the surroundings, or radiating object (K)

It should be noted that the emissivity, or E, is for when the insulator is radi
ating heat out. When the insulator absorbs radiation the emissivity is replaced
by the absorptivity, its symbol being an a [6, 7]. The absorptivity is a measure
of the amount of solar radiation which is absorbed by the insulator surface [6].
Equation (6) can be expressed as as equation (7), below, for cases where it is
absorbing radiation. Equation (6) is to be used in cases there the insulator is
radiating heat out. Where x is the global radiation index of the sun for that
specific area [5].

E . x (7)

The values for x were obtained from the South African Weather Service.
They were the global radiation values per hour over a certain area. The radi
ation data was given for the Cape Town area. 0 further radiation data was
available. The required data was therefore approximated for the other regions
using the data from Cape Town as a guide to make the global radiation data es
timates. The results of this equation were used to calculate the amount of heat
absorbed by the insulator surface due to !'odiation during the day time hours.
'"J'he in~~uh~, ;."'I;' sur[flce ~\vj.n c:..i~:o r~~d}~~~'~l h~~i~l out ~o ._.}~.~ sL:l'rouL,'.jiiJ~8 p:'uyid(~(i

tile insulato,' surf(',ce is Wi3dner that tile el1\'ironl1icllt~l ;;emperatme. '~'he \'a1ue
of this radiative heat loss was calculated using equation (6) [5].
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Chapter 4

WEATHER CONDITIONS

4.1 Introduction

Certain weather conditions can play a significant role in the performance of
outdoor high voltage insulators [1]. It is speculated that the process of surface
condensation may lead to rapid wetting of the insulator surface. The surface
temperature of the insulator had to be found so that it could be determined
whether surface condensation would occur. The amount of water which will
be deposited on the surface as a result of the condem;ation also bad to be de
Lermined. This chapter eantains main two equatiOil:;. cJ'he {i~·:~t cql~a,ion was
developed in the previous chapter, so that the surface temperature of the insu
lator could be calculated. The second equation presented is used to determine
the amount of water which was deposited on the surface of the insulator as a
result of surface condensation.

The results of the equations will be used to indicate whether surface conden
sation will take place under specific weather conditions. If surface condensation
does occur on the insulator surface the second equation will be used to deter
mine the amount of water deposited on the insulator surface. The amount of
water deposited on the surface will affect the surface resistance and hence the
surface leakage currents on the insulator. The magnitude of the leakage current
will effect the performance of the outdoor insulators; where larger currents will
lead to more discharge activity and hence more likely flashover [1].

A large amount of weather data had to be analyzed to determine whether
surface condensation events are likely given certain weather conditions. Due
to the large amount of data which needed to be analyzed a MatLab program
was written so that the data could be analyzed efficiently. Once the surface
temperature had been calculated it is then compared with other weather data
to determine whether surface condensation was likely, this was partially done
by the MatLab program. The rest of the analysis was done manually.

4.2 The Heat Transfer Equation

The following equation was used to calculate the surface temperature of the high
voltage insulator under investigation as outlined in Chapter 3 section 3.2 page
15. Equation (1) takes into account heat transfer through convection as well as
heat transfer through radiation. The first term on the left is the heat transfer
through convection while the term second from the left is the heat transfer
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through radiation [2]. The equation calculated the change in temperature over
time.

The above equation is quite complex and has a number of values which
changed with time. The data which needed to be analyzed was extensive and
consisted of hourly, temperature, humidity, wind velocity and radiation read
ings, often over three to four year periods. It was decided that a program would
be written to perform the intensive calculations.

There are many other factors which would affect the surface temperature
response to the environment, like the presence of the end fittings, the fibre
glass core, electrical energization, the angle of the suns rays, to mention a few.
However it was felt that these factors would not be dominant and were therefore
neglected.

4.3 The Data to be Analyzed

In order to determine whether the weather data received would lead to condi
tions which would result in surface condensation the data had to Ge thoroughly
analy;oed. The difFerent parrl1leters whicl~ \'~;ulc n[f8ct the sllrf"ce t"r;m,pernLllre
most significantly were the surrounding a.i~" tcmp8rc.ture, ~;12 wine; -,,21ocity anC:
the amount of global solar radiation. All three of these parameters were in the
form of hourly readings over a period of a few years depending on the weather
station under analysis. Some data was not available. Worst case data was used
for the cases of missing radiation data. Periods of missing wind velocity data
were not included in the analysis. Missing humidity data was set to 50% and
missing temperatures were set to 22°C.

Certain restrictions were put in place in order to reduce the amount of
calculations required. Only periods where the humidity was above 85% and
the insulator surface temperature was below 17 °C were considered for further
analysis. It was found that the insulator surface temperature followed the en
vironmental temperature quite closely in the case of the polymer insulators. A
high humidity value indicates that the environmental temperature is close to
dew point temperature [3]. A high humidity value was therefore required for
surface condensation to occur, thus leading to the high humidity value used in
the above restrictions.

4.4 The MatLab Program

Due to the large amount of data that needed to be analyzed a MatLab program
was written to perform the calculations to find the insulator surface tempera
tures and to compare the results to the environmental temperatures. Equation
(1) was used to determine the change in insulator surface temperature, it is an
ordinary differential equation. The ode45 solver in MatLab was used to evalu
ate the equation. The term ode stands for ordinary differential equation. This
required that a separate function handle be constructed in order to set up the
differential equation which needed to be solved. The solver was placed in the
main part of the program and the function handle was made to be a separate
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function which was called by the main function via the solver. The MatLab
program which was written to load the data and perform the calculations can
be found in Appendix A.

4.4.1 Loading the Data

All of the weather data was in Excel spreadsheets. This data had to be imported
into MatLab so that it could be used. The main function of the program was
responsible for loading the data from the specified location so that it could be
used later in the program. The data which was loaded was the environmental
temperature, humidity, wind speed and the global radiation. These values were
either stored in a vector or a matrix depending on the data structure.

4.4.2 Calculation

When the MatLab program was run all the constants needed to be initialized.
These included setting the dimensions of the insulator, with regards to volume
and surface area, specific heat, thermal conductivity, density, Boltzmann's con
stant, emissivity, absorptivity and other constants required to calculate the h
value as specified in Chapter 3. All these parameters were set in the function
handle.

The ode45 solver required certain input argumcms. Tlwse were; the name of
the function handle to be used, the time period over which to integri:lLe and the
initial conditions. The time period for integration was set to be one hour, a" the
weather data was hourly. The initial condition was set to be the temperature at
which the insulator is initially before any heating or cooling. This was set to be
room temperature, or 22 DC, for the first loop. It was then set to be the insulator
temperature as was calculated in the previous loop for all further calculations.

A loop was set up so that the MatLab program would run through a year's
worth of data calculating the insulator surface temperature for each hour as
it ran. The program was made to use the wind velocity, humidity and radia
tion data which corresponded to the date and time of the current temperature
calculation. The results of the calculations were stored in a vector, where the
vector positions corresponded to the positions of the input data from the Excel
spreadsheets. This was done so that comparison and further analysis would be
easier. The environmental temperatures and the insulator surface temperatures
were also plotted for ease of analysis.

4.4.3 Radiation

Further calculations were required for the radiative heat transfer term in equa
tion (1). These further calculations were also performed in the function handle.
The global radiation index for a particular date and time had to be analyzed.
The data which was given was not presented in the correct units, so the program
had to convert the data values so that they were in the correct units, which was
Watts per square meter, W/m2 .

The program also checked that there was a radiation value at that poiht. If
it happened to be night time at that particular point in the data, the program
would then calculate the radiative loss to the environment. If heat was lost
through radiation this value was then multiplied by the emissivity, which is a
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measure of a materials ability to emit radiation. Conversely if heat was gained
through radiation the radiation value was multiplied by the absorptivity, which
is a measure of a materials ability to absorb radiation. Appropriate emissivity
and absorptivity values had to be used for the calculations.

Values for emissivity and absorptivity are usually found using lookup tables.
The look up tables which were available did not always have the exact materials
required. Since the polymeric insulator surface is composed of silicone rubber
or EPDM it was decided to choose the values according to materials which best
matched these materials. Values for hard rubber and grey silicone paint were
available [4, 5]. The values of the emissivities and absorptivities were shown to
be approximately 0.9 and 0.53 respectively. This was the same in both references
for the hard rubber and the grey silicone paint [4, 5]. These were the values
chosen to be used for the heat analysis. It was thought that these materials most
closely represented silicone rubber due to the fact that it is a type of silicone
based rubber, which is usually grey in colour. More specifically the silicone
rubber insulators which will be under test are light grey in colour. The same
values were used for the EPDM as the materials are quite similar.

Cloud cover would also affect the radiation index values. However cloud
cover data was not available so it was decided to ignore the affects of cloud
cover. An analysis on the error which would result from this is presented in
later section of this chapter.

A certain amount of radiatioll uNo. W~,:; missi·]g. The required c·8cli2.Lion
data was made up from previous years worst case mdiatioll data, this was the
highest daily radiation levels set to span over each month of missing data. This
would lead to worst case conditions as a higher radiation level would lead to a
greater amount of radiative heating thus resulting in warmer insulator surface
temperatures. Hence reducing the chances of the insulator surface temperature
being cooler than the environmental temperature, making surface condensation
unlikely.

4.4.4 Comparison of Results

Once the insulator surface temperatures have been calculated they are stored
in a vector. They are then compared to the corresponding environmental tem
perature and the humidity. This was done in the main function. The function
compares the values of the insulator surface temperature and the environmental
temperature to see whether the surface temperature is one degree or more cooler
than the environmental temperature. It also checks that the humidity level is
above 85%, a humidity level lower than this is not likely to lead to surface con
densation. If both of the above cases are true the program stores the position of
the occurrence in a vector. This is done so that when the time came for further
analysis it would be easier to find the event in the Excel spreadsheets.

4.5 The Process of Analysis

Once all the results have been stored the data could then be more thoroughly an
alyzed. The vector of positions of lower insulator surface temperatures was then
sorted through manually. All data points which were during periods of miss
ing wind velocity data were disregarded. The other data points were recorded
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and the environmental temperature, insulator surface temperature and humid
ity level were recorded. A psychrometric chart was used to determine whether
surface condensation was likely on the insulator surface. Once this data was all
alyzed it was then used to determine the amount of condensation which would
result on the insulator surface.

4.6 The Condensation Rate

It is important to know the amount of water which will be deposited on the
surface of the insulator as a result of surface condensation. The thickness of the
water layer will affect the effective resistance of the wetted polluted insulator.
This is because the cross sectional surface area, or thickness, of the pollution
layer is inversely proportional to the resistance of the pollution layer [6]. This
means that the thicker the water layer on the insulator surface, the lower the
resistance will be and hence the higher the leakage current. This will lead to
increased discharge activity [1].

A number of aspects effect the amount of water which will condense onto
the surface of the insulator [7]. These include humidity levels, radiation levels,
temperature, wind speed and the duration of wetting. An equation was devel
oped in [8] which allows for an estimation of the condensation rate. Equation
(8) is used to calculate the condensation rate under the surface condensation
conditions. The condensation rate has the units mm/h.

Where:

~ ,is the condensation rate in mm/h

Se , is the condensing surface in m 2

b , is the mass transfer coefficient

Psat(Td) ,is the saturation pressure at dew point temperature

Td , is the normal dew point temperature in °C

Pe(Tc) ,is the vapor pressure over the condensing surface

Te , is the temperature at which surface condensation takes place in °C

Now Psat(Td) is the vapor pressure at dew point temperature. This can be
found using equation (9) below [8 :

Here H is the humidity level and Ta is the ambient temperature. Psat(Tc)
is the vapor pressure over the condensing surface at the'temperature (Tc ) at
which condensation occurs.The values for Psat(Tc) and Pe(Tc) differ slightly as
the values depend on the degree of wettability of the surface by water [8]. It
can be assumed that condensation begins when T = Td - To, or in other words
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when Pc(Tc) = Psat(Tc + To). Here To was taken to equal -0.35°C [8]. The
value of b can be found using equation (10) below [8].

b = 0.656 . 9 . a/(p' Ca) (10)

The 9 is a correction factor which accounts for air flow conditions around
the condenser [8]. Here the p represents atmospheric pressure and Ca is the
specific heat of air which is 1005Jkg-1K- 1 [5]. The air pressure values used
corresponded to the data points which were used in the surface temperature
calculations. Equation (11), below, was used to find the value of a.

I

a=k·f(V/D)2 (11)

Here k is another correction factor. It allows for the correction between the
wind speed measured at the height of the measurement device and the height
at which the condensation was occurring [8]. The wind speeds given in the
weather data were measured at a height of six meters, however in all cases
surface condensation only occurred when very little to no wind was present, the
value for k could therefore be made to be unity. The value for f was found
empirically in [8] and is equal to 4WK- 1m-2s~. The value of D, the apparent
condensing surface area, can be taken to be the square root of the surface area
on which conden:3ation will take place [81.

calculations. The amount of dew formed in an hour was calculated and the
results can be found in Chapter 5, section 5.7.

4.7 Possible errors

A number of factors may result in errors in the calculations of the insulator
surface temperature as well as the surface condensation rate. Cloud cover is
one of the elements which may introduce an error into the calculations. In [7] it
was shown that the mass of water that condenses onto a surface is proportional
to the long-wave radiation to which the surface is exposed. The long-wave
radiation is in turn proportional to the cloud cover as in (12).

Now Se is the surface area, Cc is the emissivity of the condensing surface, Cs

is the emissivity of the sky, ab is Boltzmann's constant and Tc is the temperature
of the condenser in degrees Celsius [7].

Cs = Cso + (N/8)[1 - Cso - 8/(Ta + 273)] (13)

In (13), Cso is the emissivity of the sky with no clouds present. N is the
amount of cloud cover, measured in eighths. An N value of zero indicates no
clouds and an N value of eight indicates overcast conditions.

cso = 0.72 + 0.005· Ta (14)

Now if we assume the ambient temperature, Ta to be room temperature,
22°C, we get an Cso value of 0.83 from equation (14). If N is given a value
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of zero the resulting Cs value is 0.83. However if the value of N is made to
be 8, the resulting Cs value is 0.972. This means that the maximum possible
error in Cs value is 14%. Therefore resulting in a maximum error, resulting
from cloud cover, being 14%. This error will effect the surface temperature
calculations. This will therefore effect the condensation rate calculations as
they are dependent on the surface temperature value.

The effect of dew rise may also add an error to the condensation rate calcula
tions. It has been shown that moisture from soil and plant crops can lead to an
increase in the amount of dew formation on nearby surfaces as a result of dew
rise [9]. Dew rise may result in a condensation rate higher than that calculated
by equation (8), however it is difficult to quantify the amount by which the
condensation rate will increase. It is not known what the soil and vegetation
conditions were like over the periods of the given data. The insulators on the
power-lines are most times a few meters off the ground level and it is therefore
assumed that dew rise will have little effect on the condensation rate, as the
insulators are not situated close to the soil surface.

Further errors in calculated values may arise due to inaccuracies in the
weather data provided. Certain thermodynamic terms were not included in
the heat analysis equation as it was felt the effect would not be significant.
These include heating of the insulator due to electrical heating from the live
cables, the cooling effect of evaporation of water from the insulator surface and
'!sat rc](~ased by condensa(,jon of wa.ter ant.o the su:·fc,,('r:. The i.nsulator consists
of a jib8l' glass core enclos::d by the poiymer sheath ami sbecls. '~';lC effect of Hw
fiber glass core on the surface temperature of the insulator was also neglected.
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Chapter 5

ANALYSIS OF WEATHER CONDITIONS

5 .1 Introduction

Weather patterns often affect the performance of outdoor insulators, especially
in coastal environments. In a coastal environment the insulator surface is ex
posed to a large amount of pollution. Salt is often blown off the sea onto the
surface of the insulators resulting in severe salt contamination layers [1]. Wind,
precipitation, mists, humidity and temperature, either solely or combined, can
result in wetting of the j;18ulator surfilce. 'When ch, salt contamim\tion layer
on the insulator surface is wetted it can result in poor insulator performance
[2]. For the purposes of this investigation the phenomena of dew formation and
surface condensation will be under analysis.

A number of coastal sites within South African were selected for analysis.
The reasoning behind the choice of these sites as well as the data analyzed is
discussed. Two methods of surface wetting can occur as a result of specific
weather conditions. The first is wetting due to dew formation, or normal con
densation, and the second being wetting due to surface condensation. Wetting
due to surface condensation is more rapid than that of normal condensation and
it is therefore the focus or" this dissertation.

This chapter shows the method of the weather analysis and consequently the
results thereof. It shows examples of wetting of the insulator surface as a result
of normal dew formation as well as examples of wetting as a result of surface
condensation. There is a comparison between the condensation rates during
normal dew formation and during surface condensation. The amount of water
condensed onto the insulator surface, or condensation rate, is also determined
for the polymer insulators. The results of the weather analysis will be used to
set up a weather chamber which will be used to simulate the weather conditions
in order to test the behavior of high voltage insulators when exposed to these
weather conditions.

5.2 Significance of the Weather

The insulators which will be under investigation will be silicone rubber and
EPDM insulators. Since the EPDM and the silicone rubber insulators are ma
terially very similar only the silicone rubber insulator will be used. Insulators
in coastal environments are often exposed to high relative humidity and heavy
salt pollution and can therefore accumulate a severe salt contamination layer on
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its surface [1]. Wind blows salt particles inland from from the sea. These salt
storms can result in the rapid deposit of humid salt particles on the insulator
surface, forming densely packed layers of salt on the surface [3]. It has been
observed that salt deposits in marine environments can be very heavy, with a
salt deposit density as high as O.3mg/cm2 [1].

Sharp increases in the humidity level can result in rapid wetting of the in
sulator surface. If the insulator is exposed to cold environmental temperatures
followed by a sudden increase in humidity, rapid wetting could result on the
insulator surface due to surface condensation. Rapid wetting of insulator sur
face can result in them being likely to ftashover fairly readily [1]. It has been
observed that intensive, long duration discharges occur in coastal areas; these
too can result in rapid insulator failure [4]. It is speculated that these discharges
may be a result of the rapid wetting of the insulator surface accompanied by
the high surface pollution levels. When the surface of salt contaminated in
sulators is wet the water dissolves some of the pollution layer, resulting in a
conductive solution on the surface. With silicone rubber insulators the extent
of this dissolution is not as significant as with glass insulators. This is because
of silicone rubber's hydrophobicity[5]. However the presence of water on the
surface will still dissolve some of the pollutant and the presence of an electric
field may elongate these water droplets possibly leading to dry band arcing and
hence reducing its flashover performance.

Iv1.an.~· 2Spcct~; of J!c \v.;r~thcr c.an j_H!l1l:2nC(~~ the beh[..yio~_~ 81' ():"Itclc~or insui<:
tors. I-Iu\\'cv~r tLi::~ i:J.VG:~)tig(~:,ion "vvill ;·\..jCU~' un ti.lC roh: o,~ "-'CJlc~ ·1':;1r;.j)Cfg~·,l:r(;S higli
humidity levels.

5.3 Dew Point and Surface Condensation

There are two processes which can lead to the wetting of the insulator surface
under humid conditions. The first, and most common, process is when the
surrounding air reaches dew point temperature and dew forms on the surface of
the insulator due to condensation.

The amount of water vapor a pocket of air can carry depends on its temper
ature. The warmer the air the more moisture it can carry. Conversely the cooler
the air the less moisture the pocket can carry [7]. This is the basic principle
behind condensation. As the air temperature cools its ability to hold water de
creases. So as the temperature decreases the humidity level increases until such
a point that it is saturated. At this point condensation occurs. The temperature
at which this process takes place is called dew point temperature [7].

Although this method of surface wetting is common it may not necessarily
lead to rapid wetting of the insulator surface. Rapid wetting is more likely to
occur by means of the second process, surface condensation.

Surface condensation takes place when the temperature of the surface is
colder than that of the surrounding air. As humid air comes closer to the cold
surface the air begins to cool, thus increasing the humidity level [7]. If the air
close to the surface of the insulator is cooled enough it will reach the dew point
temperature that is required for condensation to occur. If this takes place water
droplets will form on the cooler surface, as a result of surface condensation [8].

A psychrometric chart, as shown in Figure 5.1 [9], can be used to determine
whether surface condensation will occur. This can be done by locating the
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environmental temperature on the horizontal axis, moving up to the required
humidity curve. Once here, move horizontally towards the 100% humidity curve.
When one reaches this point, drop down to the temperature axis again and
read off the temperature, this is dew point temperature for the given weather
conditions. Condensation will occur if the surface temperature of the insulator
is below dew point temperature.

Figure 5.1: Psychrometric Chart, taken from [9]

For surface condensation to occur on the insulators under investigation the
insulators first have to be exposed to cold temperatures for a while to cool the
insulator surfaces. Once the temperature starts to rise the insulator surface will
remain cooler than the environment due to its specific heat [10]. If this takes
place accompanied by a corresponding increase in humidity surface condensation
is likely to occur.

5.4 Weather Data Analyzed

Weather data was reviewed from various coastal areas through which transmis
sion lines run. The Western Cape and Kwa-Zulu Natal provinces of South Africa
were selected for analysis as both provinces have a number of transmission lines
running along the coast. Data from a number of coastal weather stations from
these provinces was collected. However only data from stations which were
located close to the transmission lines was analyzed.

Figure 5.2 shows a map showing the location of major transmission lines
in South Africa [11]. It can be seen that transmission lines run along the coast
line in both the Western Cape and Kwa-Zulu Natal provinces.

The data was collected from the following weather stations in the West
ern Cape which were located near transmission lines: Cape Columbine, Cape
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Figure 5.2: n-ansmission Grid of South Africa, taken from [11]

Point, Hermanus, Langebaan, Strand and Villiersdorp. Those in Kwa-Zulu Na
tal which were alongside transmission lines were Mount Edgecombe, Richards
Bay and Virginia. Data from all of the above stations was analyzed. The time
range over which they were analyzed varies depending on the availability of the
data. All data was obtained from the South African Weather Service. For all
stations data was obtain for at least two years. Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 1

show the location of the weather stations with reference to the transmission
lines highlighted in areas A and B in Figure 5.2.

A Lambertsbaaip
Cape Columbined

c_~.\

~/----
villic<~

Slrand~--

Cape Pool ~
Hennanus

Figure 5.3: A: Western Cape Weather Stations

IThesc figures were generated by the author.
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Figure 5.4: B: Kwa-Zulu Natal Weather Stations

The majority of the data was in the form of hourly temperature, wind speed,
solar radiation and humidity readings for all days of the year.

For some weather stations only two years worth of data was received, others
had large gaps of data missing. For the periods where data was missing the
temperature was set to roOI11 tempera Lure, 22 QC , and the humidity was set to
be 50%. Any results from these periods of missing data were excluded from the
analysis. The results of the analysis are shown below.

5.5 Investigation into Wetting: Dew Formation

The weather data was analyzed in an attempt to determine whether or not
wetting will take place on the insulator surfaces due to either dew formation or
surface condensation.

The first case was dew formation, which is wetting as a result of dew point
temperature being reached. The occurrence of dew formation is fairly easy to
predict. Condensation on the surface of the insulators will take place when
the humidity is at 100% followed by a further decrease in temperature. A few
examples of these conditions will be shown from the weather data analyzed,
however extensive analysis was not done on this section as it is not the main
focus of this paper. The results found for the dew formation analysis follow.

5.5.1 Western Cape

Sites analyzed included Cape Columbine, Cape Point, Hermanus, Langebaan,
Strand and VilIiersdorp. All these weather stations are located close to the
transmission system in this area. They will give a good indication of the weather
experienced at the transmission lines.

Cape Columbine

The data for Cape Columbine was in the form of periodic readings taken three
times a day at 8am, 2 pm and 8pm. Data was obtained for three consecutive
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years, they were 2001, 2002 and 2003. From the data analyzed the following
graphs show situations where water droplets are likely to form on the surface of
the insulator due to normal condensation i.e. dew formation. On the 26th and
the 27th of June 2001 it can be seen that the humidity reached 100% at 8 o'clock
on the evening of the 26th and remains at 100% until 8 o'clock the next morning,
with a corresponding temperature drop from 11.2°C to goC, thus resulting in
dew formation. This can be seen in Figure 5.5.

Cape Columblne, 26.27 June 2001
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Figure 5.5: Graph of Temperature and Humidity levels at Cape Columbine

Figure 5.6 is another example of when condensation would occur on the
insulator surface due to the temperature reaching dew point. The graph shows
the temperature and humidity levels on the 3pt of July and the next morning,
the 1st of August 2003.

Cape Columbine, 31 July 2003
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Figure 5.6: Graph of Temperature and Humidity levels at Cape Columbine
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Again it can be seen that the humidity remains at 100% with a correspond
ing drop in temperature. The above two examples would most likely lead to
condensation on the insulator surface.

Cape Point

The weather data obtained for Cape point was in the form of hourly readings
every day for the years 2002, 2003 and 2005. Both figures 5.7 and 5.8 show
occasions where the humidity has been at 100% and the temperature decreases.
This would lead to condensation on the surface of the insulator due to the
temperature dropping below dew point. The figures show the temperature and
the humidity levels on the 9th May 2001 and the 13th May 2002.

Cape Point, 9 May 2001
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Figure 5.7: Graph of Temperature and Humidity levels for Cape Point

Hermanus

The weather data for Hermanus was in the form of hourly data recordings
every day in the years 2002, 2003 and 2004. In figures 5.9 and 5.10 the 2nd

of July 2002 and 23Td of April 2003 are shown respectively.The temperature
and humidity levels on these days are graphed. It can be seen on the graphs
that Hermanus experiences conditions which would lead to condensation on the
insulator surfaces. The humidity is at 100% followed by a drop in temperature,
below dew point, which will lead to dew formation.

Langebaan

Langebaan's data was extensive. Hourly hpmidity and temperature readings
were received for 2001 through to 2005. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show occasions
where the temperature and humidity levels would lead to condensation on the
surface of the insulator. On the 16th of May 2002 and the 13th of May 2004 the
temperature decreased accompanied by a humidity level of 100%.
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Cape Point, 13 May 2002
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Figure 5.8: Graph of Temperature and Humidity levels for Cape Point

Hermanus,2 July 2002
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Figure 5.9: Graph of Temperature and Humidity levels for Hermanus

Strand

The weather data received for the weather station at Strand was in the form
of hourly readings for the years 2002 through to 2005. Figures 5.13 and 5.14
show temperature and humidity levels which could lead to condensation on the
surface of the insulator. They show temperature drops accompanied by a 100%
humidity level. This occurs on the 4th of July 2002 and the 19th of May 2004.

Villiersdorp

The data obtained from the weather station at Villiersdorp was in the form
of hourly humidity and temperature readings for the years 2002 and 2003. As
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Figure 5.10: Graph of Temperature and Humidity levels for Hermanus

Langebaan,16 May 2002
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Figure 5,11: Graph of Temperature and Humidity levels for Langebaan

before the weather data for the station was analyzed in order to find situations
which would lead to condensation due to the temperature dropping below dew
point temperature. Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the days of the 30th of May
2002 and the 2nd of July 2002. Here condensation is likely to occur because the
humidity remains at 100% while the temperature at this time decreases.

5.5.2 Kwa-Zulu Natal

The weather stations which were analyzed in this province were Mount Edge
combe, Richards Bay and Virginia. These sites are located close to the trans
mission lines for the area and would therefore give a good indication of the
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Figure 5.12: Graph of Temperature and Humidity levels for Langebaan

Slrand,4 July 2002
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Figure 5.13: Graph of Temperature and Humidity levels for Strand

weather experienced at the transmission line site.

Mount Edgecombe

The weather data received for Mount Edgecombe was in the form of hourly
temperature and humidity readings for the years 2001, 2002 and 2003. The
temperature and humidity levels were again analyzed to find situations where
condensation would occur resulting in wetting of the insulator surface. Figures
5.17 and 5.18 indicate conditions which would lead to this condensation. They
show the temperature and humidity levels on the 11th of August 2002 and the
10th of December 2003.
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Figure 5.14: Graph of Temperature and Humidity levels for Strand
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Figure 5.15: Graph of Temperature and Humidity levels fm- Villiersdorp

Richards Bay

The temperature and humidity readings taken by the weather station at the
Richards Bay airport was in the form of hourly readings for the years 2002 to
2005. The temperature and humidity levels were analyzed to find situations
where cond~nsation would take place on the insulator surface due to dew for
mation. Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show the 26th of July 2002 and the 3pt of May
2004 respectively. Here it can be seen that there is a drop in temperature whilst
the humidity remains at 100% indicating that condensation will take place.
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Vllliersdorp,2 July 2002
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Figure 5.16: Graph of Temperature and Humidity levels for Villiersdorp
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Figure 5_17: Graph of Temperature and Humidity levels for Mount Edgecombe

Virginia

The weather data obtained from the Virginia airport was in the form of hourly
humidity and temperature readings for the years 2001, 2002 and 2003. The
Virginia weather data was analyzed to find conditions which would lead to
condensation on the surface of the insulator as a result of the temperature
dropping below dew point temperature. The 14th of July 2001 and the 4th of
August 2002 were found as examples of this and are graphed in figures 5.21
and 5.22 respectively.
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Mount Edgecombe, 10 Oecember 2003
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Figure 5.18: Graph of Temperature and Humidity levels for Mount Edgecombe
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Figure 5.19: Graph of Temperature and Humidity levels for Richards Bay

5.6 Investigation into Wetting: Surface Condensation

Wetting due to surface condensation was covered more extensively. For each of
the weather stations below the weather data was analyzed to look for conditions
which would lead to surface condensation. A mathematical formula, presented
in Chapter 3 section 3.2, was used to calculate the surface temperature of the in

,sulator in order to determine whether it was conducive to surface condensation.
Once the insulator surface temperature was known the corresponding environ
mental temperature and humidity level were reviewed to determine whether
surface condensation would occur. Here the worst case situation is presented.
The data was analyzed for the case of the polymer insulators.
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Rlcharda Bay, 31 May 2004
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Figure 5.20: Graph of Temperature and Humidity levels for Richards Bay

Virginia, 14 July 2001
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Figure 5.21: Graph of Temperature and Humidity levels for Virginia

(1)

The equation which was used to determine the surface temperature of the
insulator was presented in Chapter 3 section 3.2 and is shown below as equation
(1) below.

( 4 4) ar- h(T - Tsur ) + wb(T - Tsur ) As = pVolinsCpdj

Where:

h , is the convective heat transfer coefficient (m 2WO C)

T , is the temperature of the insulator, in Kelvin (K)

Tsur , is the temperature of the surrounding environment (K).
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Virg inla, 4August 2002
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Figure 5.22: Graph of Temperature and Humidity levels for Virginia

E , is the emissivity of the insulator.

Vb , is Daltzmann's constant, 5.699 x 10-8 'N /.n2K'!

As ,is the surface area of the insulator (m2
)

p , is the density of the insulator surface material (kglm3 )

Valins ,is the volume of the insulator (m3
)

Cp ,is the specific heat of the insulator surface material (kJ/ kg , K)

~~ , is the change in temperature with time

The value of h depends on the wind velocity. For certain weather stations
some of the wind velocity data over certain periods was not available. For these
cases the periods over which there was no wind data, were not analyzed for
surface condensation. It is believed that this will not affect the outcome of the
analysis as each station offered a great deal of usable data over which to do the
analysis. This usable data was also far enough away, with regards to period of
time, from the missing data that it is expected that the missing data will not
effect the results of the used data.

In (1) the first term on the left hand side of the equation represents the
the):mal energy transfer due to convection. The second term on the left hand
side of (1) represents the thermal energy transfer due to radiation. For this
term the global radiation index (w/m2

) was required. Unfortunately there were
periods and stations were the radiation data required to perform an accurate
analysis was not available. The only data which was available for the Western
Cape province was for the Cape Town station for the years 2001, 2002 and 2003.
It was therefore decided to compose the rest of the Western Cape radiation data
from the worst cases of the Cape Town data. The radiation data which was
available for the Kwa-Zulu Natal province was for the city of Durban for 2001,
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2002 and 2003. The Virginia weather station is located in the Northern area
of Durban and so the radiation data was used for this station. The radiation
data was not available for Richards Bay and Mount Edgecombe. The rest of
the Kwa-Zulu Natal data was composed of the worst case data from Virginia,
as it was done with Cape Town and the Western Cape.The radiation data was
in the form of hourly global radiation readings.

A MatLab program was written in order to perform the necessary calcu
lations to find the surface temperature. The program was made to calculate
the insulator surface temperature based on the hourly environmental tempera
ture, wind velocity and solar radiation values. This was done for each hour of
the data for each weather station. The program would then compare surface
temperature at the time with it's original corresponding environmental temper
ature. If the surface temperature was less than the environmental temperature
the occurrence was recorded in a dummy vector. Once the program had run,
the dummy vector was reviewed to find the dates of the occurrence. A more
thorough analysis of these dates was then performed to determine whether sur
face condensation was likely. The environmental temperature, insulator surface
temperature and the humidity were compared using a psychrometric chart [9]
in order to determine whether surface condensation would take place.

Winter conditions were concentrated on as it was felt that these conJitions
would be more conducive to surface condensation as they would have lower
temperatures which would rn,]"2 ~ikely lcad \C) air pockets reaching dew point
temperature. Winter is also the time of year when cold fronts are most likely.

It was not possible to perform an analysis for surface condensation at all the
weather stations as the data required for the analysis was not available. Stations
that were included in the analysis were Cape Point, Villiersdorp, Langebaan,
Virginia, Richards Bay and Mount Edgecombe.

In order to reduce the volume of data, so reducing analysis time, the analysis
was restricted to humidity levels above 85% and insulator surface temperatures
below 17 QC. It can therefore be said that more cases of surface condensation
would be found if these constraints were not in place.

5.6.1 Western Cape

The Western Cape experiences winter rainfall. This is brought by the cold fronts
which pass over the province in winter. The cold fronts are brought up from
the Antarctic regions by the southern hemisphere westerly winds. They lead to
cold, wet and windy conditions.

Cape Point

Cold fronts bring cold weather to the region. If these cold periods are accompa
nied by high levels of humidity, the conditions may lead to surface condensation.
The following examples show temperature and humidity levels which have been
recorded in the Cape Point region which would most likely lead to surface con
densation.

In Figure 5.23 above the temperature at ten o'clocI{, the twenty second hour
of the day, is 8 QC and the humidity is at 96%. From equation (1) it was found
that the corresponding insulator surface temperature at this time was 6.4 QC.
Using the psychrometric chart it was found that under these conditions surface
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Figure 5.23: Surface Condensation at Cape Point

condensation was likely to occur if the insulator surface temperature were to
drop below 7.4 QC. In this case the insulator surface temperature does drop be
low this temperature and it can therefore be concluded that surface condensation
will occur. 'With further analysis it was found that surface condensation would
occur on a number of occasions throughout the years for which the weather data
was available. The lowest environmental temperature at which surface conden
sation occurred was 8 QC, and the highest temperature was 18.5 QC. The lowest
humidity level encountered which would lead to surface condensation was 87%.
Occurrences were throughout the year.

Langebaan

The occurrence of surface condensation on the insulators was investigated for
the Langebaan weather station. The following example was found to illustrate
that surface condensation can occur due to the weather conditions in this area.

In Figure 5.24 it can be seen that the environmental temperature is at
12.2 QC at midnight of the fifth of May 2005. The humidity is at 91%. Equa
tion (1) showed that the insulator surface temperature was at 8.9 QC at this
time. With the given conditions, surface condensation would have occurred
on the insulator surface since the insulator surface temperature dropped below
10.9 QC, which was the estimated dew point temperature found with the psy
chrometric chart. Similar cases of surface condensation were found throughout
the data collected. Surface condensation occurred whilst temperatures ranged
from 4.6 QC to 17.5 QC, the lowest humidity resulting in surface condensation
was 86%. Again occurrences were throughout the year.

Villiersdorp

The data was analyzed further to find periods of cold weather accompanied
by sharp increases in humidity which could lead to surface condensation. The
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Figure 5.24: Surface Condensation at Langebaan

following example was found of temperature and humidity levels which would
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Figure 5.25: Surface Condensation at Villiersdorp

Figure 5_25 shows the temperature at eleven o'clock being 7.2 QC with the

corresponding humidity being 95%. From the psychrometric chart it was found

that the insulator surface temperature would have to drop below 6.3 QC in order

for surface condensation to take place. ,It was found from equation (1) that the

insulator surface temperature at this time was 5.9 QC, thus resulting in surface

condensation. Little weather data was available for Villiersdorp, an extensive

analysis could therefore not be performed, however it was still possible to find

a few cases where surface condensation would have occurred.
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5.6.2 Kwa-Zulu Natal

The province of Kwa-Zulu Natal experiences more temperate weather than that
in the Western Cape. The Kwa-Zulu Natal province is located on the east
coast of South Africa. The warm Mozambique Current from the equatorial
regions flows along the coast of this province which, in part, is responsible for
its temperate climate. In winter the day time temperatures along the coast are
usually in the lower 20 QC range. When the coastal sites do experience cooler
weather it is usually due to the cold fronts from the Cape which have come up
the coast. The cold fronts are usually weaker when they reach the east coast and
therefore the temperatures are not as low as those experienced in the Western
Cape.

Other weather systems, such as tropical cyclones, could also bring similar
conditions in the summer months. All seasons were reviewed for the Kwa-Zulu
Natal coastal weather stations to be able to find the required weather conditions.

Due to the nature of the climate along the east coast of South Africa the
temperatures seen for the surface condensation conditions selected are about
5 QC warmer than those seen in the Western Cape cases.

Mount Edgecombe

Mount Edgecornbe's weather data was analyz;cd to find whether surface con
densation is likely to occur on the insulators as a result of the tempera.ture and
humidity patterns. Figure 5.26 shows a situation where the temperature and
humidity levels lead to surface condensation.

Mount Edgecombe 22 June 2001
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Figure 5.26: Surface Condensation at Mount Edgecombe

It can be seen that on the evening of the 22nd of June 2001 the humidity
was 89% and the temperature was 15.7 QC. It was calculated that the insulator
surface temperature was 13 QC, and surface condensation did occur because
the insulator surface temperature dropped below 13.8 QC, which was the dew
point temperature. It was found that surface condensation would occur several
times a year, mostly during the winter months. The environmental temperatures
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where surface condensation occurred ranged from 13.5 QC to 21.7 QC. The lowest
humidity which lead to surface condensation was 86%.

Virginia

The data was analyzed to determine whether surface condensation would take
place given the temperature and humidity levels given in the data. Figure 5.27
shows the weather conditions on the 13th of August 2001 which would have lead
to surface condensation on the insulator.
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Figure 5.27: Surface Condensation at Virginia

It can be seen that the temperature was 16:2 QC and the insulator surface
was at 14 QC, with the humidity at 95%. The insulator surface temperature
was 1.2 QC below the dew point temperature found on the psychrometric chart,
thus resulting in surface condensation. The temperatures in Virginia over which
surface condensation occurred ranged from 12.8 QC to 21.9 QC. Humidity was
above 86% and occurrences were mostly in the winter months.

Richards Bay

The data required to perform the analysis for surface condensation was available
for the Richards Bay station. Figure 5.28 shows temperature and humidity
levels which resulted in surface condensation on the insulator.

The environmental temperature at seven o'clock was 16.2 QC while the insu
lator temperature was calculated to be 14°C and the humidity was 95%. It was
estimated using the psychrometric chart that the insulator surface would have
to cool to below 15.2 QC in order for surface condensation to take place. The
insulator surface temperature did so and it can therefore be concluded that sur
face condensation did take place. Again surface condensation occurred mainly
in the winter months and temperatures ranged between 1l.7

Q
C and 22.9°C,

with the lowest humidity leading to surface condensation being 88%.
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Figure 5.28: Surface Condensation at Richards Bay

5.7 Condensation Rate

Once it had been determined that surface condensation was taking place a
second equation was used to find the amount of water which was condensing
onto the insulator surfaces. Equation (8) was used to find the condensation rate
in mrn/h [12J.

Where:

s1ft ' is the condensation rate in mm/h

Se , is the condensing surface in m 2

b , is the mass transfer coefficient

Psat(Td ) , is the saturation pressure at dew point temperature in Pascals

Td , is the dew point temperature in QC

Pe(Tc) , is the vapor pressure over the condensing surface in Pascals

Tc , is the temperature at which condensation takes place in QC

From here equations (10) and (11) are required to complete the solution to
(8). Further details of these equations can be found in Chapter 4 section 4.6.

b = 0.656· g. a/(p· Ca) (10)

a=k·f(V/D)t (11)
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Table 5.1: 10unt Edgecombe 2001

Date Air Temperature Surface Temperature Humidity Dew Rate (mm/h)
18-03 21.7 16.8 96 0.035
15-05 14 12.7 96 0.007
17-05 16.4 14.3 92 0.012
21-05 19.4 15.9 92 0.022
23-05 17 14.7 89 0.013
03-06 18.1 16.6 93 0.010
09-06 15 12.4 95 0.013
22-06 15.7 13 89 0.013
25-06 15.5 12.8 91 0.014
25-07 14.6 13 93 0.009
27-07 15.4 12.6 92 0.014
17-08 18.5 16.8 92 0.012
17-09 14 10.8 88 0.014

maximum ; 0.035
minimum

I I

O.oni
average 0.0145

Table 5.2: Mount Edgecombe 2002

Date Air Temperature Surface Temperature Humidity Dew Rate (mm/h)
16-04 18.9 16.5 94 0.016
22-05 19.2 16 94 0.020
06-06 18.2 14.1 88 0.022
14-06 14.8 10.9 94 0.018
05-10 20.2 14.6 92 0.034

maximum 0.034
minimum 0.016
average 0.022
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Table 5.3: Mount Edgecombe 2003

Date Air Temperature Surface Temperature Humidity Dew Rate (mm/h)
09-05 18.8 15 86 0.021
16-06 13.5 12 94 0.008
19-06 13.9 12.3 94 0.008
28-06 15.1 13.8 93 0.008
26-07 16.3 15 96 0.010
26-07 13.7 4.1 95 0.033
31-07 16.6 14.4 92 0.013
28-08 16.3 2.3 93 0.049
31-08 17 13.9 91 0.017
30-09 16.2 14 91 0.012

maximum 0.049
minimum 0.010
average 0.018

Table 5.4: Richards Bay 2002

Date Air Temperature Surface Temperature Humidity Dew Rate (mm/h)
04-06 15.1 13.3 91 0.010
23-06 15.8 12.6 93 0.016
24-06 11.7 9.3 97 0.010
25-06 14.8 13.6 96 0.007
05-07 11.8 9.2 95 0.011
22-07 16.7 13.5 88 0.016
28-07 16.8 15.2 95 0.010
07-08 14.6 11.8 95 0.014

maximum 0.016
minimum 0.007
average 0.012
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Table 5.5: Richards Bay 2003

Date Air Temperature Surface Temperature Humidity Dew Rate (mm/h)
13-02 22.9 15.2 96 0.053
28-03 21.9 12 92 0.056
02-05 18.6 11.7 95 0.036
21-05 18 14.4 96 0.021
21-05 16.1 6.9 98 0.039
01-06 14.2 11.7 96 0.012
06-06 13.2 11.7 97 0.008
15-06 14.2 11.9 97 0.012
23-06 19.4 15.9 94 0.022
15-08 16.1 13 90 0.016
02-09 16.8 14.9 94 0.012

maximum 0.056
minimum 0.008
~vcrage 0.028

Table 5.6: Virginia 2001

Date Air Temperature Surface Temperature Humidity Dew Rate (mm/h)
17-05 18.7 13 90 0.030
31-05 18.2 16.5 94 0.012
01-07 16.1 10.7 89 0.024
02-07 17.7 13.1 92 0.024
11-07 16.6 11.4 88 0.024
15-07 19.2 15.8 91 0.021
13-08 16.2 14 95 0.013
02-09 18.1 15 94 0.019
05-09 19.1 15.8 91 0.021
17-09 19.4 16.7 92 0.018
11-10 17.4 16.2 96 0.009

maximum 0.030
minimum 0.009
average 0.020
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Table 5.7: Virginia 2002

(, (I' \.j. ')

i
_0' " , '. _. "',1 .•• ,

96
, ,

23-08 18 16.3 0.012
19-09 19.9 16.3 94 0.024
28-09 18 16.6 96 0.010

maximum 0.038
minimum 0.007
average 0.018

Date Air Temperature Surface Temperature Humidity Dew Rate (mm/h)
14-03 21.9 16.4 95 0.038
11-05 17.7 13 88 0.024
11-05 16.5 14.5 93 0.012
14-05 14.7 12.8 96 0.010
17-05 19.6 15.6 91 0.024
21-05 15 11.8 92 0.015
23-05 17 13.6 87 0.018
24-05 17.4 15 87 0.014
23-06 18.7 14.5 95 0.025
26-06 19 13.2 87 0.030
28-06 13.5 12 95 0.008
28-06 12.8 11.4 95 0.007
04-07 15.2 9.7 89 0.023
12-08 16.1 , 12.6

I
86 0.01 (

19-08 16.4 15.3 07 0.007
-,'-' ...... - , .~

1

Table 5.8: Virginia 2003

Date Air Temperature Surface Temperature Humidity Dew Rate (mm/h)
21-05 15.6 14 92 0.009
18-07 20.4 7.7 88 0.058
18-11 19.9 16.3 93 0.023

maximum 0.058
minimum 0.009
average 0.030
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Table 5 9· Dew Rate· .
Environmental Temperature Dew Rate (mm/h)

20 0.002552
19 0.0023949
18 0.0022465
17 0.0021066
16 0.0019745
15 0.00185
14 0.0017325
13 0.0016219
12 0.0015177
11 0.0014195
10 0.0013271

The results of the condensation rate calculations are tabulated below. At
mospheric pressure values were only available for the Kwa-Zulu Natal stations
and therefore only these stations are displayed.

l-.rom the data in Tables 5.1 to 5.8 it can be SC(Oil that the condensation
rate is usually in the order of onc one hundredth of a miIJimcter per hour, aver
aging 0.020mm/h over all the years for all stations analyz;ed, with the maximum
condensation rate being O.058mm/h. This is the condensation rate that will be
used in later computer simulations. It can also be seen that the larger the tem
perature difference between the environmental temperature and the insulator
surface temperature, the greater the condensation rate. Higher humidity levels
also result ill a greater condensation rate.

5.8 Comparison

A brief comparison was performed to compare the amount of water which con
denses onto the surface of the insulators as a result of either normal dew for
mation or surface condensation. For the comparison, the air pressure was kept
constant. Initially the humidity level was set to be at 100% for both cases. Ta
ble 5.9 shows the dew rate as a result of normal dew formation conditions, the
atmospheric pressure was 1000 millibar and the temperature was set to 20 QC
and then decreased to 10 QC by one unit each time. The dew rate resulting from
normal dew formation was calculated using equation (8).

Figure 5.29 shows the graph of the tabulated data. It can be seen that under
normal condensation conditions the dew rate does not rise above 0.0026mm/h
under the given environmental conditions.

The condensation rates which result from surface condensation were also
tabulated and graphed. Table 5.10 shows the surface condensation rates re
sulting at different humidity levels and different temperatures. The difference
in the environmental temperature and the insulator surface temperatures was
taken to be 3 ac. The temperature indicated in the table represents the envi
ronmental surface temperature. The resulting condensation rates (CR) are then
shown for four different humidity values. The same was done for a difference
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19 0.01773 0.01877 0.01982 0.02086
18 0.01662 0.0176 0.01858 0.01956
17 0.01558 0.01649 0.01741 0.01833
16 0.01459 0.01545 0.01631 0.01717
15 0.01366 0.0145 0.01527 0.01608
14 0.01279 0.01354 0.01429 0.01505

I 13 0.01196 0.01267 0.01337 0.01408
I

12 0.01119 0.01185 0.0125 0.01316
11 0.01046 0.01107 0.01169 0.0123
10 0.00977 0.01035 0.01092 0.0115

Table 5.10: Conrlensation Rate A: 3 QC difference
I Temper'1ll'rc I r~~: )';-;% I ("p. 0"% ! "n· "r/Ir I eR: 100%

it temperature between the environment and the surface being only 1 QC. The
results are shown in Table 5.11.

From these results it can be seen that with the lowest humidity level of 85%
and the smallest temperature difference of 1 QC the surface condensation rate is
still approximately four times greater than the corresponding dew rate. Figures
5.30 and 5.31 show the graphs of Tables 5.10 and 5.11 respectively.

These graphs serve to show that a higher humidity value leads to a greater
surface condensation rate, and lower environmental temperatures result in a
lower condensation rate. Figure 5.32 shows the change in surface condensation
rate with different dT values. The dT indicates the difference in temperature
between the environmental temperature and the insulator surface temperature,
the smface temperature being the lower of the two.

It can be seen that a greater difference in environmental and smface tem
peratme leads to a greater surface condensation rate. The above four graphs
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Table 5 11' Condensation Rate 13· 1 QC difference
Temperature CR: 85% CR: 90% CR: 95% CR: 100%

20 0.0081 0.00858 0.00906 0.00953
19 0.00761 0.00805 0.0085 0.00895
18 0.00713 0.00755 0.00797 0.00839
17 0.00669 0.00708 0.00748 0.00787
16 0.00627 0.00664 0.00701 0.00737
15 0.00587 0.00622 0.00656 0.0069
14 0.0055 0.00582 0.00614 0.00647
13 0.00515 0.00545 0.00575 0.00605
12 0.00481 0.0051 0.00538 0.00566
11 0.0045 0.00477 0.00503 0.0053
10 0.00421 0.00446 0.0047 0.005

Surface Condensation Rate: A
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Figure 5.30: Graph of Condensation Rate: A

and three tables show that surface condensation will lead to more rapid wetting
of the insulator surface than if normal dew formation were to take place.

5.9 Cloud Cover

There are other factors which affect the condensation rate. The amount of
cloud cover is one factor which affects condensation rate. Less cloud cover
results in more radiative cooling and therefore the insulator surface temperature
should cool more quickly than with cloud cover [13J. This would theoretically
result in a greater condensation rate on cloudless nights. However it has been
observed that that greatest condensation rates occur when it is partly cloudy.
This is because a high relative humidity is required for high condensation rates.
Yet high relative humidity often indicates the presence of clouds [13]. For the
calculations used for this research the required cloud cover data was not available
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Surface Condensation Rate: B
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Figure 5.32: Graph of Condensation Rate

and was therefore not included in the equations. It was found that not taking
the effect of cloud cover into account would lead to a maximum possible error
of 14% on the condensation rate, as mentioned in section 4.7 of Chapter 4.

5.10 Wind Speed and Dew Rise

It has been observed that dew formation is more likely during events of weak or
zero wind activity [13]. This is consistent with the findings in this dissertation.
The results of the temperature analysis indicated that surface condensation was
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only likely to occur at periods of no wind.
Another factor which can increase the amount of water that condenses onto

a surface is dew rise. Dewrise is a result of moisture within the underlying soil
which evaporates and can often result in dew formation. It has been observed
that moisture from soil and plant crops can significantly increase the amount of
dew which results from condensation [14]. The effects of dewrise, if applicable
at insulator height, will perhaps be investigated at a later time. The presence
of dewrise will only serve to increase the amount on surface condensation and
therefore result in an increase in discharge activity.

5.11 Weather Chamber

The weather data which was received from the South African Weather Service
was analyzed so that an accurate weather chamber could be constructed in
order to test the performance of outdoor insulators under specific conditions.
The conditions which will be used for the testing will be: marine pollution in
the form of a salt pollution layer; cold temperatures ranging between 10 QC and
22 QC; increases in the humidity level from about 80% to 100%.

Extreme cases of surface condensation were presented. These extreme weather
conditions can be simulated in the weather chamber to be constructed for test
ing. It is proposed that the simulation of these extreme humidity and tempera
ture conditions will lead to rapid wetting of the insulator surface due to surface
condensation.

The weather conditions will be simulated in a refrigeration container equipped
with equipment capable of reproducing the correct humidity levels, in this case
steam boilers. Dipping in a salt, kaolin and tap water slurry will be used to
contaminate the surface of the insulators.
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Chapter 6

MAXWELL SIMULATIONS

6.1 Introduction

The behavior of high voltage insulators is often determined by the amount of
pollution and wetting on the surface of the insulator [1]. This Chapter covers
the implementation and results of the finite element method program, Maxwell
to simulate the unpolluted and polluted insulators. Specifically the effect of
different conductivities of the wetted pollution layer on the current density and
surface resistances. The program was used to predict the voltage fields, electric
fields and leakage current densicies for a variety of high voltage insulators.

6.2 Maxwell the program

Maxwell 3D version 11 was used to simulate and solve three-dimensional electro
magnetic field problems, it does this by using the finite element method (FEM).
The program requires the user to construct a three-dimensional representation
of the problem they wish to simulate. For this project this included the draw
ing of the various high voltage insulators, assigning the appropriate materials,
boundaries, meshes and excitations.

6.3 Insulator Profiles

Four types of high voltage insulator profiles were used in this project. Three
of the insulators were polymer insulators, one with a silicone rubber housing
and two with an EPDM housing. All the polymer insulators had fiber glass
cores. The fourth was a glass cap-and-pin type insulator. The geometry and
permittivities of the four different types of insulators are presented as well as
the pollution layer thicknesses and conductivities.

6.3.1 Silicone Rubber

The silicone rubber insulator, which was rated for 22kV, had a fiber glass core
which was covered by a 2mm thick silicone rubber housing. Figure 6.1 shows
the dimensions of the 22kV silicone rubber insulator, it had six sheds and deeper
set end fittings. The unpolluted and the polluted insulators were modeled in
Maxwell to obtain the electric field and the current density plots respectively.
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Table 6.1: Conductivities used for Pollution Layer
Pollution Severity Conductivity Range Conductivity Used

Light o- 0.0075 S/m 0.006 S/m
Medium 0.0076 - 0.02 S/m 0.015 S/m
Heavy 0.0201 - 0.035 S/m 0.0275 S/m

For the Purposes of this dissertation the silicone rubber insulator which will be
used in the Maxwell simulations and the practical testing will be labeled SiRl.

A value of 5.3 was used for the permittivity of the fiberglass and a value of 3.5
was used for the permittivity of the silicone rubber housing. The conductivity
of the pollution layer was set to vary between a light pollution severity and
a heavy pollution severity. Table 6.1 shows the different conductivities used
for the different pollution severities as in accordance with IEC 60815 [2]. The
thickness of the pollution layer was made to be 0.058mm as was found in Chapter
5 section 5.7.

6.3.2 EPDM

Two EPDM high voltage insulators were simulated for the purposes of compari
s·::n. 'f1b.2 onc EPfJl\,I. i~suln.:·.(jr 'YBS I'c:.ted for ?:?l~":r :_.... );1 ·,:\·I]t:~.g:~ :_:l1d the (X:.lj(~T

i'ol' ;jJ~~\! systeHl voltage. l~ot.h r~i)D=v1 high \-01c(·.~;,.~ i~!::it.:.L:Lor;.; cor:sisL(:d cl" (:.

fiber glass core enclosed by a 2mm thick EPDM housing. The one insulator had
eight sheds, the other had six sheds. Both had steel end fittings. Figures 6.2
and 6.3 shows the dimensions of the EPDM insulators. Again both unpolluted
and polluted EPDM insulators were modeled in Maxwell. For the Purposes of
this dissertatioJ.l the 22kV EPDM insulator, which will be used in the Maxwell
simulations and the practical testing, will be labeled EPDMl. The 33kV EPDM
insulator will be labeled EPDM2.

A value of 2.3 was used for the permittivity of the EPDM housing. The
permittivity of the fiber glass core was set at 5.3 as before. As with the silicone
rubber insulator the conductivity of the pollution layer was set to have varying
pollution severities, as in accordance with lEC 60815 and seen in Table 6.1.
The thickness of the pollution layer was made to be 0.058mm as was found in
Chapter 5 section 5.7.

6.3.3 Glass Cap-and-Pin

The glass cap-and-pin insulator simulated was a single unit. A string of anymore
units required too much computational power to be analyzed efficiently. The
segment consisted of the standard glass shed and the steel cap and pin. Figure
6.4 shows the basic dimensions of the glass insulator. The cement which is
usually used to join the glass with the metal caps and pins was assumed to
be metal in order to simplify the Maxwell simuJations.For the Purposes of this
dissertation the glass cap-and-pin type disc insulator which will be used in the
Maxwell simulations and the practical testing will be labeled Glassl.

The glass was set to be the standard glass in the Maxwell materials library.
It had a permittivity of 1. The metal cap and pins were set to be steel. Again
the pollution layer on the glass cap-and-pin insulator was set to have varying
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Figure 6.3: EPDM2 Insulator Profile
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pollution severities as indicated in Table 6.1. The thickness of the pollution
layer was made to be 0.058. However due to the complexity of the shed geometry
it was difficult to maintain an even pollution layer thickness. The thickness of
the pollution layer is consistent for the majority of the insulator surface and is
only slightly uneven over the tops of the glass sheds, here the thickness does not
vary by more than 50%.

6.4 Project Set-up

A number of different parameters were required for the final analysis of the
high voltage insulators using Maxwell. The solution setup was used to define
the number of passes to be made during the analysis of the given project. The
program was set to do a maximum of 24 passes whilst calculating the output
data for the EPDM1, EPDM2 and SiR1 insulators. Only 10 passes were set
for the Glass1 insulator. The solution error not exceeding 0.1% for the polymer
insulators and 1% for the glass cap-and-pin insulators. The minimum amount
of refinement per pass was set to 30% and a minimum of two passes could be
made.

A certain amount of mesh refinement was required to obtain an accurate
solution for the polymer insulators. The mesh was set to have a maximum
length of O.Olmm and up to 10 000 000 tetrahedrons. The constraints of the
computer did not allow for a more refined mesh nor a greater number of passes in
the solution setup of the polymer insulators nor any kind of mesh operation for
the Glass1 insulator. It is felt the the output given these constrains is accurate
enough to be used for comparison purposes.
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The solution type wa..s set as electric. For the unpolluted insulators an elec
trostatic solution was required as no current was expected to flow. The DC
conduction solution was required for the polluted insulators as a current was
expected to flow through the pollution layer.

The excitation used for the unpolluted insulators was a voltage source. For
each unpolluted insulator a voltage of 30kV was applied to the high voltage end
fitting. The other end fitting was set to ground potential. All of the insulators
were centered inside a cubic meter box at ground potential. The excitation for
the polluted insulators was in the form of a lA current source applied at one end
of the pollution layer. A sink was placed at the opposite end of the pollution
layer.

Two sets of polylines were drawn on the insulators depending on the analysis
to be performed. For the polluted insulators a line was drawn to follow the
contour of the insulator profile so that the current density along that line could
be calculated. The other line was either a straight line drawn from the base
of the insulator to the top, inline with the surface of the sheath, used for the
polymer insulators, or a straight line drawn through the center of the insulator
from the base of the pin to the top of the cap, of the glass insulator. This was
used for the unpolluted simulation. This line was used to aid with the plotting
of voltage gradient and the electric field resulting from the voltage source.

The EPDMl and EPDM2 insulators were simulated in Maxwcll. The EPDM
high voltage insulators were simulated using a 30kV voltage source for the un
polluted insulator and a lA current source for the polluted insulators. The
current density was plotted for a wetted light, medium and heavy pollution
layer for the EPDM insulators.

6.5.1 EPDM2: Unpolluted

The voltage field and electric field generated by the 30kV source at the high
voltage end of the insulator are shown in Figures 6.5 through 6.9. Figures
6.5, 6.6 and 6.7show the x, y and z components of the electric field respectively.
Figure 6.8 shows the magnitude of the electric field and Figure 6.9 shows the
voltage gradient for the insulator.

The z electric field component, figure 6.7, is the electric field of interest, as
it is the electric field along the length of the insulator.

6.5.2 EPDM2: Polluted

The current density along the insulator surface was plotted given the different
pollution layers highlighted above. In all cases the pollution layer thickness was
set to O.058mm. The voltage which would have to be applied across the wetted,
polluted insulator in order for a lA current to flow, can be calculated by taking
the integral, along the length of the insulator surface, of the electric field. This
calculation was performed using the Fields Calculator in the M axwell program.
Since the electric field is the current density divided by the conductivity, it
follows that equation (15) can be used to calculate the required voltage [3].
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V=-jJI(J'ds (15)

Where V is the voltage applied to the polluted insulator, J is the current
density and (J is the conductivity of the wetted pollution layer. The integral
is integrated along the line which follows the contour along the length of the
insulator.

Figures 6.10 through to 6.12 show the current density plots generated
by Maxwell, for the different pollution severities. The x-axis represents the
distance along the contour of the insulator, in meters, and the y-axis shows the
current density value at that point, in Alm2 .

Some of the graphs plotted show inconsistencies, in the form of random
spikes on the current density curve. This can be attributed to meshing errors
or an insufficient number of passes made during the analysis. Computational
capability did not allow for a more refined analysis, however it is felt that the
small errors in the current density plots will not significantly impact the results.

It can be seen in figures 6.10 through to 6.12 that the current density is
not constant. This was expected. The plot loosely resembles a sinusoidal wave
which is clipped at the top. The plot takes this shape because of the relationship
between the current density and cross-sectional area as indicated in equation
(16) [3].

J = -IIA (16)

Here I is the current flowing through the conducting material, the wetted
'pollution layer in this case, and A is the cross-sectional area of the conducting
material. It can be seen that if the value of A were to increase the current
density,] , would decrease. This is what is being depicted in the plot of the
current density.
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Figure 6.12: EPDM2 with a heavy pollution layer, current density

The distance shown on the x-axis indicates the distance traveled along the
contour line. The pollution layer starts at 50mm from the start of the contour
line. This is where the current density is shown to increase for the first time.
Ideally the increase in current density' should be instantaneous, however the
computational capabilities of the computer running theMaxwel1 program and
time constraints did not allow for sufficient meshing to accurately display this.
From the first peak the current density is shown to decrease, this indicates that
the cross-sectional area of the pollution layer is increasing. As the current moves
out along the underneath of the first shed the cross sectional area increases as
the diameter of the insulator housing profile increases. It then travels over the
edge of the shed tip and back towards the sheath. Here the current density
is seen to increase again. Once the current reaches the sheath it travels up
along the surface to the next shed. The current density shown for this length is
constant as there is no change in housing diameter and hence conducting layer
cross-sectional area. This can be seen in figure 6.10 as the" flattened" peaks of
the curve. The general shape of all the current density plots is expected to be
similar for the different pollution layer conductivities on the polymer insulators,
as the profile of these insulators remains similar. The current density plot for
the glass insulator is expected to be quite different from this as the profile is
dissimilar.

Equation (15) was used to calculate the voltage which would have to be
applied to enable a lA current to flow over the surface of the wetted, polluted
insulator. The Fields Calculator available in M axwell was used to perform the
calculations required to determine this voltage. Table 6.2 shows the results of
this voltage calculation.
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Table 6.2: EPDM2 Voltage Calculation Results
Pollution Severity Applied Voltage

Light 15.4MV
Medium 6.1MV
Heavy 3.3MV

As the results in Table 6.2 indicate, the voltage that would have to be
applied decreases with increasing conductivity of the wetted pollution layer.
This is explained by equation (17), which shows the relationship between the
conductivity of a material and its resistance [3].

R=~ (17)
a·A

Here L is the length of the resistance layer, a is the conductivity and A is
the cross-sectional area through which the current will flow.

If the conductivity increases the resistance decreases hence allowing a greater
current to flow. A decrease in the resistance of the wetted pollution layer would
result in a decrease in tL18 voltage which would have to be applied Lo achieve
the fixed current of lA. The insulator with the medium pollution layer therefore
requires less applied voltage to achieve a current of lA than tbe j;'Sl.,]i;; 0:: Y'j',!~

the light pollution layer.

6.5.3 EPDMl: Unpolluted

The voltage and electric fields resulting from the 30kV applied voltage source
at the high voltage end of the insulator, are shown in Figures 6.13 through
6.17. Figures 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15 show the x, y and z components of the
electric field respectively. Figure 6.16 shows the magnitude of the electric field
and Figure 6.17 shows the voltage gradient for the insulator.

The z electric field component, Figure 6.15, is the electric field of interest,
as it is the electric field along the length of the insulator.

6.5.4 EPDMl: Polluted

The current density along the insulator surface was plotted for the different
pollution layers above. Again the pollution layer thickness was set to O.058mm.

Figures 6.18 through to 6.20 show the current density plots generated by
Maxwell. The x-axis represents the distance along the contour of the insulator,
in meters, and the y-axis shows the current density value at that point, in A/m2

.

Again some of the graphs plotted display random spikes on the current
density curve. This can be attributed to meshing errors or an insufficient number
of passes made during the analysis.

Equation (15) was used to calculate the voltage which would have to be
applied to enable a lA current to flow over the surface of the wetted, polluted
insulator. Table 6.3 shows the results of this voltage calculation.

As the results in Table 6.3 indicate, the voltage that would have to be
applied decreases with increasing conductivity of the wetted pollution layer.
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Table 6.3: EPDM1 Voltage Calculation Results
Pollution Severity Applied Voltage

Light 9MV
Medium 3.6MV
Heavy 2MV
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6.6 Silicone Rubber !:lesuJ:s

The SiR1 high voltage insulator was simulated using a 30kV voltage source
for the unpolluted insulator. The current density was plotted for pollution
layers with varying conductivities ranging from a light pollution layer to a heavy
pollution layer.

6.6.1 SiR1: Unpolluted

Figures 6.21 through 6.25 show the voltage fields and electric fields generated
by the simulation. Figures 6.21, 6.22 and 6.23 show the x, y and z components
of the electric field respectively. Figure 6.24 shows the magnitude of the electric
field and Figure 6.25 shows the voltage gradient for the insulator.

The z electric field component, Figure 6.23, is the electric field of interest,
as it is the electric field along the length of the insulator.

6.6.2 SiR1: Polluted

Again a lA current was made to flow through the conductive, wetted pollu
tion layer. The current density along the insulator surface was plotted for the
different pollution severities highlighted above.

As with the EPDM insulators some of the graphs plotted show inconsisten
cies, in the form of random spikes on the current density curve. This too can
be attributed to meshing errors or an insufficient number of passes made during
the analysis.

Figures 6,26 through to 6.28 show the current density plots for the different
pollution severities. The distance is measured in meters and the current density
in A/m2 .

The Fields Calculator in Maxwell was used to evaluate the solution to equa
tion (15) so that it could be deduced what voltage would have to be applied to
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Table 6.4: SiRl Voltage Calculation Results
Pollution Severity Applied Voltage

Light 6iVIV
Medium 2.4MV
Heavy l.3MV

the polluted insulators so that a current of lA would flow. Table 6.4 shows the
results of these calculations.

Again the more heavily polluted insulators require a smaller voltage to be
applied to render the lA current.

6.7 Glass Cap-and-Pin Results

The Glassl insulator was simulated using a 30kV voltage source for the unpol
luted insulator and a lA current source for the polluted insulators. The current
density was plotted for a wetted light, medium and heavy pollution layer on the
glass insulators.

6.7.1 Glass1: Unpolluted Insulator

The voltage field and electric field generated in the unpolluted Maxwell simu
lation are shown in figures 6.29 through 6.33. Figures 6.29, 6.30 and 6.31
show the x, y and z components of the electric field respectively. Figure 6.32
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shows the magnitude of the electric field and Figu7Yo 6.33 shows the voltage
gradient for the insulator.

The z electric field component, Figure 6.31, is the electric field of interest,
as it is the electric field along the length of the insulator.

6.7.2 Glassl: Polluted

A lA current was applied to one end of the polluted insulator and the Maxwell
simulation was analyzed. The current density along the insulator surface was
plotted for the three different pollution layers indicated above. The pollution
layer was set to be O.058mm thick. These plots show inconsistencies. This
is because the geometry of the glass cap-and-pin insulators was substantially
more complicated than the non-ceramic insulators. The Maxwell simulations
therefore required a lot more memory to perform the analysis. Unfortunately
not enough memory was available to perform the number of passes or meshing
operations required to achieve a more accurate plot. However the general shape
of the plots is correct.

Figures 6.34 through to 6.36 show the current density plots for the different
pollution severities. Again the x-axis represents the distance along the contour
of the insulator, in meters, and the y-axis shows the current density value at
that point, in A/m2 .

The Fields Calculator in Maxwell was used to evaluate the solution to equa
tion (15) so that it could be deduced what voltage would have to be applied to
the polluted insulators so that a current of lA would flow. Table 6.5 shows the
results of these calculations.

Again the polluted insula,tors with a higher conductivity require a smaller
voltage to be applied to render the lA current.
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Figure 6.34: Glass1 with a light pollution layer, current density
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Figure 6.35: Glass1 with a medium pollution layer, current density
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Table 6.5: Glassl Voltage Calculation Results
Pollution Severity Applied Voltage

Light 3.2MV
Medium 1.2MV
Heavy 687KV
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Chapter 7

ANALYSIS OFMAXWELL SIMULATIONS

7.1 Introduction

The finite element method program Maxwell, by Ansoft, was used to simulate
various insulators under wetted polluted and dry unpolluted insulator condi
tions. Silicone rubber, EPDM and glass cap-and-pin insulators, SiR1, EPDM1,
EPDM2 and Glass1, were simulated. The aim of the simulations was to tie in
with work done to investigate the effect of cold temperatures and high humidity
on outdoor high voltage insulators. This chaptm' contains an analysis of the
Muxwell simulations.

The unpolluted insulators were simulated with a 30kY source applied to the
high voltage end of the insulator. The voltage and electric fields which resulted
were then plotted. The polluted insulators were simulated with a 0.058mm thick
pollution layer on the surface, as this was found to be the surface condensation
rate present under high humidity and cold temperature conditions. This was
found in Chapter 5 section 5.7. The conductivity of the wetted pollution layer
was varied so as to achieve pollution severities ranging from light to heavy as
indicated in IEC 60815 [1].

7.2 Comparison of Results

A comparison between the different wetted polluted and unpolluted insulators
is made. The difference in current density plots for the different types of wetted
polluted insulators is also examined as well as the voltage which would have to
be applied to induce a lA current in the pollution layer. The surface resistances
of the different polluted insulators was also examined.

7.2.1 Unpolluted Insulators

The Unpolluted insulators were simulated with a 30kY source applied to the
high voltage terminal. The voltage and electric fields which resulted were then
plotted. These values were plotted along the length of a polyline which ran along
the length of the insulators. Two different EPDM insulators were simulated
and one silicone rubber ~nd one glass cap-and-pin insulator were simulated.
The voltage gradient plotted for the polymer insulators were all similar and
all showed a uniform exponential decay from the high voltage end as shown in
Figure 7.1, which shows the voltage plot for the unpolluted EPDM2 insulator.
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Figure 7.1: Voltage Gradient of EPDM2 Insulator

The electric fields plotted for the pO!:-'mer insulators 'were also similar. The
x, y and z electric field components were plotted. The insulators were 2.ligned
along the length of the z axis in the Maxwell programs. The z direction electric
field components were therefore of most interest as they indicated the nature
of the electric field along the length of the insulators. Figure 7.2 shows the z
component of the electric field plot for the EPDM1 unpolluted insulator.

It can be seen in Figure 7.2 that the electric field decays along the length
of the insulator. The "spikes" which can be seen in the plot indicate where
the sheds of the insulator exist. The electric field in a medium depends on
the permittivity. Permittivity describes the ability of a material to transmit an
electric field [2]. The vacuum, in which the insulator is simulated, has a different
permittivity to the housing material of the insulators, this will manifest itself
as a change in electric field value as one moves along the polyline and through
the different mediums.

In the electric field plot for the Glass1 insulator, the sudden increase in the
electric field occurs when the polyline passes through the top of the glass as
shown in area A in Figure 7.3. The electric field is zero within the metal of the
cap and pin and non-zero in the glass separating the cap and pin.

A plot of the z component of the electric field associated with the energized
Glass1 insulator can be seen in Chapter 6, section 6.7.1. All other electric field
and voltage plots can also be found in Chapter 6.

7.2.2 Polluted Insulators

The shape of the insulators has a significant effect on the current density in the
wet pollution layer [3]. The EPDM2 insulator current density plots, shown in
section 6.5.2, Chapter 6, starts with a short spike, this is because there is only
a short length of EPDM sheath before the first shed. The current density can
therefore only reach a maximum over a short length before the cross sectional
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Table 7.1: Voltages calculated for different insulator types
Pollution Severity EPDMl EPDM2 SIR1 Glass1

Light 9MV 15.4MV 6MV 3.2MV
Medium 3.6MV 6.lMV 2.4MV 1.2MV
Heavy 2MV 3.3MV 1.3MV O.69MV

area starts to increase, where the shed is located, and so the current density
will decrease, as described by equation (16) below [3].

J=-I/A (16)

The EPDM1 insulator, on the other hand, has a longer length of sheath
material before the first shed and therefore the current density is at a maximum
for a longer distance before it starts to decrease at the position of the first shed,
as can be seen in the current density plots shown in section 6.5.4 of Chapter
6. The peaks plotted for the SiR1 insulator, shown in section 6.6.2 of Chapter
6, are not all the same height, this is due to a change in the diameter of the
central rod. After the second shed the diameter of the rod decreases resulting
in a higher current density value.

Another difference between the plots of the SiTU and EPDM pollu:;ed insu
lators is the length for which the tops of the peaks remain flattened. This too is
due to the length of sheath between sheds. The EPDM2 insulator has a larger
shed spacing and hence the current density plots show a longer flattened region
than those plots of the EPDMl and SiRl insulators, which have a smaller shed
spacing.

The most obvious difference between the polymer insulators is the voltage
which would have to be applied to the insulators to produce a lA current in
the wetted pollution layer. The voltages required to produce this current are
significantly lower for the EPDM1 and the SiR1 insulators than they are for
the EPDM2 insulator. This is due to the fact that the creepage distance on the
EPDM2 is longer than that on the EPDM1 and SiR1 insulators. This would
result in the current path on the EPDM2 insulator having a higher resistance
and hence a higher voltage would have to be applied to achieve a current of lA.

The Glass1 insulator's current density plot, shown in section 6.7.2 of Chapter
6, is far more irregular than the polymeric insulators. Firstly this is due to
an insufficient number of passes or mesh operations being performed in the
simulation as mentioned in the previous chapter.

Secondly, the current density plots seem more irregular because the diameter
of the Glass1 insulator is constantly changing along the contour of the insulator.
The current density decreases as the diameter of the insulator increases. So as
the current moves out along the underside of the insulator the current density
will decrease because the diameter, or cross-sectional area, is increasing [3].
Since only a single insulator was modeled no repetition of the current density
plot was expected. However if more than one disc was modeled it is expected
that the same shape of current density plot will be repeated for each disc. Table
7.1 shows the voltages calculated by the Maxwell Fields Calculator required to
produce a lA current for the different types of insulators.
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Figure 7.4: Voltage vs Conductivity

Fig'ure 7.4 shows a graph displaying the voltages required to produce a lA
current in the pollution layer verses the conductivity of the pollutioll layer.

This graph further indicates the relationship between conductivity and resis
tance, the higher the conductivity, the lower the resistance, as shown previously
in Chapter 6 equation (17), A higher conductivity level will therefore require a
smaller voltage to be applied.

Table 7.2 shows the estimated surface resistance of the wetted insulators as
calculated from the currents and voltages calculated in Maxwell,

The results in Table 7.2 show that a higher conductivity will result in a
larger leakage current flowing over the surface of the insulator given a constant
applied voltage, Figure 7.5 shows a plot of the leakage current verses the
conductivity of the wetted pollution layer, assuming a constant voltage of 30kV
is applied to all the insulators,

The currents shown in the graph are exaggerated in order to show the effect
of the conductivity level on the leakage currents, It is expected that the leakage
currents obtained in the experiments will be in the range between 1 to lOOmA
[4]. The voltages which will be applied to the insulators under test will be
approximately lOkV,
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Table 7.2: Surface resistance calculated for different insulator types
Light

I V R
EPDMl lA 9MV 9.04rvm
EPDM2 lA l5.4MV l5.4MO

SiRl lA 6MV 6.04MO
Glassl lA 3.2MV 3.2MO

Medium
I V R

EPDMl lA 3.6MV 3.6MO
EPDM2 lA 6.lMV 6.lMO

SiRl lA 2.4MV 2.4MO
Gla'isl lA 1.2MV 1.2MO

Heavy
I V R

EPDMl lA 2MV 2MO
EPDM2 lA 3.3MV 3.3MO

SiRl lA 1.3MV 1.3MO
Glassl lA 0.69MV 0.69MO
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Figure 7.5: Leakage Current vs Conductivity
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Chapter 8

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

8.1 Introduction

A number of computer simulations were performed so that the effect of various
wetted pollution layers on the performance of a number of different high voltage
outdoor insulators, could be examined. A practical experiment had to be set
up in order to compare the results found in the computer simulations. The aim
was to determine the effect of the temperature of the insula.tor surface on the
amount of condensation clue La humidity; t.he effect of surface conductivity on
the pollut.ed insulators performance. A weather chamber was required to sim
ulate the weather conditions experienced in coastal areas. The insulators were
tested at different temperatures and the effect of the different test temperatures
was noted.

Coastal insulators are also often subjected to salt contamination [1]. The
insulators to be tested had to be artificially polluted so as to compare with
coastal insulators in service. The insulators were polluted by means of dipping
in a slurry. The effects of the different pollution layer conductivities were also
investigated. The tests were performed on the insulators modeled in the Maxwell
program, they were the glass cap-and-pin, the 22kV EPDM, the 33kV EPDM
and the 22kV Silicone Rubber insulators, labeled Glass1, EPDM1, EPDM2 and
SiRl respectively.

8.2 Polluting the Insulators

The insulators were polluted by means of dipping into a wet slurry. The slurry
was made up with tap water, kaolin and salt and was contained in the appro
priate container for dipping. The amount of kaolin added to the slurry was
40g/liter of water as recommended in [2]. The amount of salt added depended
on the required conductivity of the pollution layer, and is detailed in section 3.l.
All amounts were weighed out on an electrical scale as shown in Figure 8.1.

8.2.1 Glass Artificial Pollution Process

The container used for the dipping of the Glassl insulator units was a bucket
containing 8 liters of slurry. The slurry was composed of 8 liters of tap water,
320g of kaolin and salt to achieve the required conductivity level.
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The Glass1 insulators were initially washed with standard dish washing liq
uid, to remove any grease on the insulator surface hence aiding with the uniform
wetting of the insulators [3]. They were then ready for the dipping process,
where they were dipped in the pollution slurry. Once the insulator was wet it
was then allowed to dry. Once dry the insulators could be used for testing or
ESDD measurements.

8.2.2 Polymer Artificial Pollution Process

The container used for the dipping of the EPDM1 and EPDM2 insulators was
a disused insulator boiling cylinder. The cylinder held 16 liters of slurry. The
slurry contained 16 liters of tap water, 640g of kaolin and salt to achieve the
required conductivity level.

The EPDM1 and EPDM2 insulators were still hydrophobic due to the sil
icone release agent used during manufacturing still present on the surface of
the insulator. It was proposed that sandblasting the insulator surface will help
remove the traces of silicone and so help the insulator to wet more easily [4].
This is what was done to the EPDM1 and EPDM2 insulators and it was found
that they wet well after sand blasting. Once the EPDMl and EPDM2 insulators
were dipped tb.e excess liquid was allowed to run off and they were place aside
to clry in the horizont::d ])'15;: ion. The EPD~n and EPDl\'12 insula.tors were

la.yer.
The container used for the dipping of the SiR1 insulator was a glass beaker

containing 2 liters of tap water, 80g of kaolin and the appropriate amount of
salt. Sandblasting the surface of the SiR1 insulator would have little effect
on the wettability of the silicone rubber surface. This is because the deeper
layers of the silicone rubber material are also hydrophobic unlike those found
on with EPDM material, and hence with time the hydrophobicity would be

Figure 8.1: Electric Scale
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Table 8.1: Conductivity Ranges for Pollution Layers
Pollution Severity Conductivity Range ESDD

Light 0- 0.75 S/m <0.06 mg/(cmL.)
Medium 0.76 - 2 S/m 0.06-0.12 mg/(cm2 )

Heavy 2.01 - 3.5 S/m 0.12-0.24 mg/(cm2 )

Very Heavy >3.51 S/m >0.24 mg/(cm2 )

Table 8.2: Salt to be added to achieve given ESDD level
Pollution Severity Salt to be added to slurry Predicted ESDD Value

Very Light 5 g/l 0.01 mg/cmL.
Medium 80 g/l 0.0955 mg/cm2

Heavy 160 g/l 0.1867 mg/cm2

transferred to the surface again. It would require constant sandblasting to
achieve constant wettability of the silicone rubber insulator, which would have
been time consuming and expensive. A wetting agent was therefore added to
t.he slurry intended for the dipping of the SiR1 insulators [5]. The wetting agent

added made up 20% of tile siurry mixture. It ,\V<1ti foUJ.G. Lh<1·,. LLis (;VliC811LraLiJli

allowed for good wetting of the SiR1 surface.

8.3 Making the Pollution Slurry

The conductivity of the pollution layer had to fit in with the lEG 60815 recom
mendations for pollution severities as shown in Table 8.1 [6].

Salt was added to the tap water and kaolin slurry to achieve the desired
conductivity. ESDD, equivalent salt deposit density, tests had to be performed
to ensure that the right pollution severity was achieve on the insulator surface.

8.3.1 Making the Solution

The insulators had to be polluted so as to achieve the ESDD levels as specified
in lEC 60815 [6]. Very little data could be found which indicated the amount of
salt which would have to be added to the slurry in order to achieve the required
ESDD values. The process used was trial and error. First 5 grams of salt was
added per liter of slurry. The ESDD value was then measured, then further salt
was added to the slurry to make a salt concentration of 10 grams per liter, again
the ESDD value was measured. The average ESDD value for each different salt
concentration in the slurry was calculated and a graph was plotted from these
values. Figure 8.2 shows the plot of the graph which shows the amount of
salt which would have to be added to the slurry to result in the desired ESDD
value. The line of the graph was extrapolated so that higher salt concentrations
and ESDD values could be viewed. Table 8.2 shows the amount of salt which
needed to be added, per liter of water, to get the predicted ESDD values, in
mg/cm2 , as indicated in the graph plotted in Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2: Graph of Salt concentration verses ESDD values

The salt which was added was first dissolved in some of the original slurry
:,md thcn this was added back to the m::;iu slurry and mixed in. 'l';js was
done to ensure that all the salt particles were dissolved properly before dipping
commenced.

8.3.2 Testing of ESDD

Once the insulators had been dipped and dried the surface pollution layer ESDD
was calculated. This was done to check that the pollution layer will have the
correct ESDD value, as well as to check the repeatability of the dipping process.
Equations (18 - 20) were used to calculate the ESDD [7].

ESDD = (Vol· Sa)/A (18)

(T20 = (Tt' (1 - 0.02277(t - 20) . e-O.0l956(t-20)) (20)

Where:

V ol , is the volume of deionized water in cm3

Sa , is the salinity in kg/m3

A , is the area of the wiped insulator surface in cm2

(T20 ,is the conductivity at 200 e in p,S/cm

(Tt ,is the measured conductivity at tOe in p,S/cm

, is the temperature of the solution in °C
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Figure 8.3: Wiping of Glass Insulator

The ESDD values for the polluted inslllators were calculated and r(~corded

to determine the repeatability o[ the pollution process. Lells dolL was dipped
in deionized water and then used to clean off the pollution on the top half of
the Glassl insulator or the polymer sheds, as shown in Figure 8.3. The lens
cloth was then placed back in the deionized water and allowed to soak so that
all salt particles could dissolve fully. The conductivity was then measured with
a standard conductivity meter as shown in Figure 8.4.

Once this had been done the ESDD of the underside of the Glassl cap
was calculated using the method above, each time using fresh deionized water.
Deionized water was used for the light pollution conductivity measurements.
Tap water was then used for the medium and heavy conductivity measure
ments. It was decided to pollute the insulators with only a light, medium and
heavy pollution layer. The very heavy pollution layer was not included due to
difficulties in the pollution process. l

The graph which was plotted proved to be accurate in its ESDD value predic
tions. Appendix B shows the ESDD values measured for the insulators dipped
into the different pollution slurries. The average ESDD value, standard devia
tion and variance are also indicated.

The standard deviation of the ESDD was calculated for each of the pollu
tion severities used. The ESDD measurements were all performed by the same
person, at the same location, using the same equipment and method and over a
reasonably short period of time for each pollution severity level. The repeata
bility of the dipping could therefore be expressed as the standard deviation of
the ESDD tests for each pollution severity level. Table 8.3 shows the average
ESDD values measured and the standard deviations calculated for the different

1 It was found that because the salt concentration for the very heavy pollution slurry was
so high, the salt would crystalize out of the slurry mixture between pollution and ESDD
measurement sessions. This resulted in the conductivity of the slurry changing and hence an
unrepeatable pollution process.
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Figure 8.4: Measuring the Conductivity with the Conductivity Meter

pollution sevcrities for the different insulHtor types.
The resuJ(;s from the above ESDD tests confirmed that, the poilution process

was repeatable and voltage testing could begin. It is expected that the majority
of the ESDD values will fall within 64% of the average for the light pollution
layer, 14% for the medium pollution layer and 21% for the heavy pollution layer.
These numbers are based Oll the percentage from which the standard deviation
differs to the average values. The highest percentage of standard deviation was
used for each pollution class. Variations from these values were not uncommon.

8.4 Experimental Setup

The experimental setup was comprised of two parts: the weather chamber and
the test circuit. In Chapter 4 the effects of surface condensation due to colder
insulator surface temperatures was discussed. The weather chamber was set
up so that weather conditions experienced in coastal areas could be simulated
for the sake of testing. The effect of a colder insulator surface temperature
and extreme humidity on the behavior of the leakage current could then be
investigated. The test circuit was setup so that a voltage could be applied to
the insulator and the leakage current and applied volatge could be monitored.

8.4.1 Weather Chamber

A standard cold drink fridge was used as the cooling chamber. The fridge inte
rior and insulator were chilled to either lOoC or 15°C. Once this temperature
was reached a kettle containing 1 liter of boiling water was placed inside the
weather chamber, or fridge, and allowed to continue boiling for '10 minutes. At
which stage the voltage was applied to the insulator and the leakage current
and applied volatge were measured. Figure 8.5 shows a graph indicating the
heating and cooling times of the fridge. This graph was used to establish the
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Table 83: Average and Standard deviation of ESDD levels
Very Light

Average ESDD Standard deviation
EPDM1 0.0097 0.0023
EPDM2 0.022 0.014

SiR1 0.0096 0.0033
Glass1 0.006 0.002

Medium
Average ESDD Standard deviation

EPDM1 0.113 0.006
EPDM2 0.103 0.0099

SiR1 0.119 0.016
Glassl 0.1 0.009

Heavy
Average ESDD Standard deviation

EPDM1 0.185 0.039
EPDM2 0.189 0.028

SiR1 0.17 0.029
Glass1 0.22 0.013

amount of time it would take for the fridge to cool down and what the effect of
opening the door would be, on the internal temperature.

The fridge was switched off and allowed to warm to room temperature, it
was then switched on at time equals zero and allowed to cool. It can be seen
that the fridge cools down within 10 minutes. The cycling of the temperature is
due to the thermostat trying to achieve a relatively constant temperature. At
time 21 minutes the fridge door was opened for 30 seconds. Once the door was
closed again the fridge cooled down within two minutes. From this data it was
decided to allow the fridge (with the insulator inside) to cool for approximately
20 minutes. The boiling ketlle is then placed inside the fridge to introduce a
steam fog. The volume of the fridge was 496 liters, or 0.496m3 . The kettle was
a 1200W kettle, this gave a steam fog rate of 2400W/m3 , or 4,84kg/h· m 3 .

8.4.2 Test Circuit

A voltage had to be applied to the insulators so that the leakage currents under
wet conditions could be recorded. Two test circuits were used for the experi
mentation, the testing circuits were setup as shown in Figure 8.6 and 8.7.

The first test circuit, shown in Figure 8.6, was used to perform the initial
set of tests, where the insulators with different pollution levels were heavily wet
by hand, with a spray bottle. The leakage current and applied voltage were
then measured when the voltage was applied. The results of these tests were to
beused for comparison purposes.

;The second test circuit, shown in Figure 8.7, was used for the actual tests in
the weather chamber. This circuit was used as the voltage probe allowed for the
voltage to be measured at the high voltage terminal of the insulator under test,
as opposed to before the current limiting resistor. This was done because higher
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Fridge Temperature vs Time
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Figure 8.6: Testing Circuit 1
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Resister

Figure 8.7: Testing Circuit 2
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taken.

The voltage applied to the insulator under test was approximately lOkY. A
voltage divider was used to view the applied voltage in the first circuit and a
Tektronix voltage probe was used for the applied voltage measurements in the
second circuit. The output of the voltage divider or voltage probe was connected
to channel one of a~ oscilloscope. A current limiting resister was placed in series
in the circuit for safety reasons. The insulator under test was also in series in the
circuit. The current in the cable connecting the low voltage end of the insulator
to earth was measured through a lOOn resistor. This current was the leakage
current which flowed as a result of the wet, polluted insulators. The voltage
measured across this resistor was connected to channel two of the oscilloscope
for data recording.

The voltage to be applied was controlled by the variac on the transformer
control unit. Once the desired voltage was achieved the oscilloscope was stopped
and the captured data was saved to a stiffy disc for later analysis. For the
weather chamber tests the applied voltage was reduced to below lOkY so as to
reduce the risk of flashover.

8.5 The Testing Method

The method employed to perform the testing was routine. Once the insulators
had been polluted and the correct ESDD levels were achieved the testing could
commence. The polluted insulators were first heavily sprayed with water using
a spray bottle and then tested. This was done so that one could observe the
nature of the results and compare these results to those generated in the weather
chamber. Once this had been checked testing in the weather chamber could
commence. The leakage current results of the manual wetting of the light,
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Table 8.4: Average Surface Resistance of Manually Wet Insulator
Pollution Severity EPDMl EPDM2 SiRl Glassl

Light 4.7MD 9.9Mn l6MD 1.2MD
Medium 0.59MD 0.77MD 0.3Mn O.4Mn
Heavy 0.45MD 0.46MD 0.28Mn 0.45Mn

medium and heavy pollution severity are shown in Appendix C. Table 8.4
shows the results of the voltage testing of the polluted insulators when heavily
wet by hand with a basic spray bottle. It shows the average resistance of the
wet pollution layer.

From the initial test data it can be seen that the average resistance of the
wet pollution layer decreases with increasing pollution severity. This is expected
because as the conductivity of the wet pollution layer on the insulator surface
increases, the resistance of the pollution layer decreases. This agrees with the
general trend which resulted from the Maxwell simulations. An effort was made
to take all voltage and current readings before dry band arcing took place, how
ever this was not always possible as some insulators, the SiRl one specifically,
dried out very quickly making measurement difficult.

A MalLab program was written so that. the test data recorded on the oscil
loscope could be plc\ted and analyzecl. The program was written so that the
noise on the leakage current signal recorded could be filtered out. A seventh
order butterworth filter was used to perform the filtering. The RMS voltage
and the RMS leakage current were calculated. The RMS being worked out as
the peak-to-peak value divided by 2.21/ 2 . The resistance of the conduction
layer, before dry band arcing, was also calculated. The applied voltage and the
leakage current data were plotted. A slightly different MatLab program was
written for the weather chamber test results. This needed to be written for
the weather chamber test results to account for the different method of voltage
measurement used as discussed in section 8.4.2 of this chapter. Appendix D
shows the MatLab programs written.

The leakage currents of the weather chamber and manual wetting tests were
recorded as soon after energization as possible. This was done so that there
was little time for the surface water to evaporate due to the effects of Joule
heating. The amount of time taken to take a reading may have had an effect on
the overall result of the test. If too much water was allowed to evaporate the
overall surface resistance of the insulator would increase, due to a reduction in
contamination layer thickness.

8.6 Results of Weather Chamber Testing

The Glassl, EPDMl, EPDM2 and SiR.l insulators were tested in the weather
chamber. Once the insulators were placed in the chamber the door was closed
and they were allowed to chill for 20 minutes. At which point a boiling kettle
of water was placed inside the 'chamber and allowed to boil for 10 minutes in
order to introduce a steam fog. At this stage the voltage was applied and the
leakage current and applied voltage were measured. It should be noted that the
application of the voltage was not instantaneous. The voltage was first switched
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Figure 8.8: Example of measured voltage and leakage current signals

in at a very low level and then quickly raised to the desired level.
Two sets of tests were performed for each pollution level for each insulator.

The one test was performed when the weather chamber temperature was at
10 QC and the other test was performed when the weather chamber temperature
was at 15 QC. The insulators were tested at two different temperatures with the
aim of determining what the effect of the warmer insulator surface would be on
the leakage currents. The greater the difference in the fog temperature and the
insulator surface temperature the greater the amount of surface condensation as
seen in section 5.7 and [8], this was the parameter that was under investigation,
with reference to the two different weather chamber testing temperatures.

An effort was made to take the voltage and current readings as soon as
possible after the voltage was applied to the test object. This was done so that
the effects of Joule heating would not be too pronounced [9J. The voltage and
leakage current readings that were taken were resistive and in phase with each
other. Figure 8.8 shows an example of a voltage and leakage current plot.
This plot was taken from the weather chamber test performed on the EPDM1
insulator with a heavy pollution layer. The voltage and leakage current signals
are in phase and sinusoidal and the dry band leakage current waveform is typical
of a dry band waveform. The sharp spikes on the leakage current waveform
indicates sparking.

It was noticed during the weather chamber testing that the wetting on the
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Figure 8.9: Test results for the Glassl insulator

insulators was uniform, in the sense that the surface condensation occurred over
the entire surface of the insulator, however the effects of gravity did result in
the collection of excess water in certain areas. The latent heat of condensation
also resulted in the heating of the insulator surface which had the effect of
reducing the condensation rate as the insulator got warmer. There were some
inconsistencies in the surface resistance values found. The reasoning for this
will be discussed in the following chapter.

8.6.1 Glass1

The Glassl insulator was tested with a light, medium and heavy pollution layer.
Figure 8.9 shows the Excel spreadsheet of the results of the Glassl insulator
testing, it shows both the results for the weather chamber tests and the results
for the manual heavy wetting using a hand held spray bottle. In both cases
the Glassl insulators were dipped in the pollution slurry, were allowed to dry
and then they were tested. For the light pollution layer weather chamber tests,
approximately lOkV was applied to the high voltage end of the insulator under
test. As the conductivity of the pollution layer was increased the applied voltage
was decreased so as to reduce the likelihood of f1ashover occurring.
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Figure 8.10: Wetting on the Glassl insulator in the weather chamber

It can be seen in the spreadsheet results that the wetted surface resistance
decreases with increasing pollution severity. It call also be seen tho.t tLe surfaC'8
resistance is drastically reduced for the tests done in the weather chamber as
opposed to those performed with heavy wetting using a hand held spray bottle.

During the weather chamber tests it was observed that the Glassl insulators
wet out very nicely after 10 minutes in the weather chamber during steaming,
and there was very little beading on the surface. Figure 8.10 shows the pattern
of wetting on the Glassl surface as a result of surface condensation.

8.6.2 EPDMl and EPDM2

The EPDM insulators were also tested with a light, medium and heavy pollution
layer. The insulators were dipped in the pollution slurry and then allowed
to partially dry for 20 minutes and then they were tested. They were only
allowed to dry partially as this aided in getting a continuous wet layer on the
insulator surface, it is not expected that this will have too much of an effect
on the thickness of the wetted pollution layer as a very small amount of water
remained on the insulator surface prior to testing. This small amount of water
on the surface would have a negligible effect OIl the condensation rate as well,
as it is not expected to effect the insulator surface temperature, and if so the
effect would be very slight and therefore negligible. The insulators tested in
the weather chamber were tested using a 10kV voltage for the light pollution
layer, again as the pollution severity increased the applied voltage was reduced
to reduce the chance of flashover. Figures 8.11 and 8.12 show the test results
of the EPDMl insulator and the EPDM2 insulator respectively. They show
the results of the tests performed with manual heavy wetting of the insulator
surface with a hand held spray bottle and the results of the tests performed in
the weather chamber.

Again it can be seen that the wetted surface resistance decreases with in-
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Figure 8.11: Test results for the EPDM1 insulator
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Figure 8.12: Test results for the EPDM2 insulator
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Figure 8.13: Wetting on the EPDM insulators in the weather chamber

creased pollution severity, the surface resistance of the wet insulators is also
reduced for the tests performed in the weather chamber as opposed to those
performed with the manual wetting.

During the weather chamber tests it was observed that the EPDMl and
EPD~V12 insulators wet out fairly well however there was still a slight amount of
beading prescnt on thc insulator sheath and sheds. Figure 8.13 sho\\"s a picture
of the pattern of surface condensation present on the EPDM insulators after 10
minutes in the weather chamber. On the left is a picture showing the wetting
on the top side of the insulator sheds and on the right is a picture of the wetting
on the underside of the sheds .

8.6.3 SiRl

The SiRl insulators were tested using a light, medium and heavy pollution
layer. The insulators were dipped in the pollution slurry and were then tested.
The insulators were allowed to partially dry for 20 minutes before testing as
it was found that this aided with the wetting of the surface. The insulators
were applied with 10kV as the voltage source for the heavy wetting with the
spray bottle and light pollution layer weather chamber tests. As the pollution
layer severity increased for the weather chamber tests, the applied voltage was
decreases so as to reduce the chance of flashover. Figure 8.14 shows the results
of the spray bottle and weather chamber tests.

During the weather chamber tests it was noted that the SiRl insulator did
not wet out very well due to its hydrophobicity. Figure 8.15 shows the conden
sation on the SiRl insulator surface after 10 minutes in the weather chamber.

It was noticed during testing that the wettability of the hydrophobic SiRl
insulator was very poor even when contaminated with the pollution layer. This
was particularly true for the case of the manual heavy wetting of the insulator
using a spray bottle. This resulted in inconsistencies in the results for the manual
wetting. However it is noted that the results from the weather chamber tests
were more consistent with each other, even though a fair amount of beading
was still present.
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Figure 8.14: Test results for the SiR1 insulator

Figure 8.15: Wetting on the SiR1 insulator in the weather chamber
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Chapter 9

FINAL ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

9.1 Introduction

An experiment was set up to simulate weather conditions which were thought
to result in the heavy wetting of outdoor insulator surfaces as a result of surface
condensation. A finite element method program, Maxwell, was used to simulate
the expected conditions to which the insulators would be exposed. This involved
t.he modeling of the various insulators with a conductive water layer coating the
surface of the insulators, and analyzing Cceir response to a.n ",)plied volt.ag2.

A set of practical experiments were also setup to measure the leakage currents
which Howed over the surfaces of the wet, polluted outdoor insulators, as a
result of the surface condensation. This was done by performing tests in a
weather chamber which was specifically designed to simulate the desired weather
conditions.

Below follows an analysis of the results of the weather chamber tests and the
relation of these results to those found with the Maxwell simulations as well as
the implications of these findings.

9.2 Experimental Results

Two sets of practical experiments were performed. The first was a cold fog
polluted insulator test where the insulator was polluted then wet heavily, using
a hand held spray bottle. A voltage was then applied and the leakage currents
were recorded. The second test was a steam fog test in a specialized weather
chamber made to simulate specific weather conditions as highlighted in Chapter
4. Here the insulators were polluted, placed in the weather chamber and allowed
to chill. They were then exposed to a steam fog and a voltage was applied and
the resulting leakage currents were recorded. Here the differences between the
results of the two tests are presented and analyzed.

One of the most obvious observations from the manual wetting and weather
chamber results is that the surface condensation, which took place in the weather
chamber, resulted in far heavier wetting than the manual heavy wetting with
a spray bottle. This was concluded from both visual inspection and surface
resistance results.
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Table 9.1: Summary of experimental surface resistances for the Glassl insulators
Light Medium Heavy

Weather Chamber: 10 QC 27kDjcm 5.1kDjcm 3.1kDjcm
Weather Chamber: 15 QC 19H2jcm 1l.6kDjcm 3.2kDjcm

Spray Bottle 57.1H2jcm 14.7kDjcm 14.1kDjcm

9.2.1 Glass1 Insulator

The results for the tests performed on the Glassl insulators can be seen in
section 8.6.1. Table 9.1 shows a summary of these results. The values shown
are the surface resistances per unit length, here the unit of length is lcm.

It can be seen in Table 9.1 that there is a large difference between the
unit surface resistances measured for the heavy wetting using a hand held spray
bottle and those wet by surface condensation in the weather chamber. The
insulators wet in the weather chamber had much lower surface resistances than
those wet using the spray bottle. Equation (17) shows the relationship between
resistance (R), resistor length (L), conductivity (er) and cross-sectional surface
area (A) [1].

This shows that an increase in cross-sectional surface area will result in a
decrease in the resistance of the pollution layer. A thicker layer of water con
densing onto the surface would result in a larger cross-sectional area. Although
having a larger amount of water condensing onto the polluted insulator surface
would reduce the concentration of the salt dissolved in the pollution layer, thus
reducing the conductivity, this effect is very slight and is negligible compared
to the effect of the thicker water layer [2]. The thicker water layer on the sur
face of the insulator results in a lower resistance of the wet surface layer, thus
explaining the trend seen in Table 9.1.

For the results of the tests performed in the weather chamber on the Glassl
insulators it can be seen that there is another trend that shows the surface
resistance decreasing with increasing pollution severity. This too is explained
by equation (17). As the pollution severity increases so will the conductivity of
the wetted pollution layer. An increase in the conductivity level will result in a
decrease in the surface resistance, as seen in Table 9.1.

This trend can also be seen with the light and medium pollution tests per
formed with manual heavy wetting, as expected. However the surface resistance
result for the heavy pollution layer does not follow this trend, it was expected to
have a lower surface resistance than those measured for the medium pollution
tests. It is likely that this is due to irregular results in either the medium or
heavy pollution tests. This could be due to the presence of the current limiting
resistor in use in the test circuit. For the test performed with the manual wetting
with a spray bottle the voltage was recorded before the current limiting resistor,
hence the voltage drop across the resistor was not taken into account. Since the
leakage currents measured for the heavily polluted Glassl insulators were the
highest currents measured using this circuit setup, it is likely that the voltage
drop across the current limiting resistor was significant. As a result, false ap-
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plied voltage nladings were recorded ll(,ll~e lca6ir:g to (~ll inaccuTD t::: c:JcuJatioll
of the surface resistallce.

Figure 9.1 shows a plot of the results in Table 9.1. The curves are shown
to have error bars, these error bars show the percentage error in terms of the
standard deviation.

The relationship between the ESDD level and the surface resistance should
be linear [3]. Equation (17) shows that the relationship between the surface
conductivity and resistance is linear. Therefore it can be speculated that the
relationship between the ESDD level and the surface resistance should be linear.
If one takes the error bars into account one should be able to draw a straight
line through the curves for each test, thus better representing the relationship
between the ESDD level and the measured surface resistance. As can be seen
in Figure 9.1 this is true for the case of the weather chamber test results but
not so for the test results for the manual wetting. This could be because of
uneven wetting during the manual spraying thus resulting in inaccurate results.
Inconsistencies in the measured data could also be attributed to inconsistent
ESDD levels on the insulator surfaces.

The effects of Joule heating can not be ruled out. When a current flows
through the wetted pollution layer the wetted layer warms up as a result of Joule
heating [4]. If this is allowed to continue for too long the heating will result in
the evaporation of the water layer and hence a reduction in the cross-sectional
area of the conductive layer. This is the process which can lead to dry-band
arcing [4]. It is therefore important to take the leakage current measurements
as soon as the voltage is applied so as to minimize the effects of Joule heating
on the wetted pollution ilayer. If the leakage current reading was not taken
quickly enough it would have resulted in inaccurate surface resistance readings,
as the pollution layer thickness would have reduced, hence increasing the surface
resistance readings as a result of evaporation due to Joule heating.
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Table 9.2: Summary of experimental surface resistances for the EPDM1 insula
tors

Light Medium Heavy
Weather Chamber: 10°C 26.8H1/cm 5kn/cm 0.97kn/cm
Weather Chamber: 15°C 28.6kn/cm 3.5kD/cm 0.74kn/cm

Spray Bottle 146.8knjcm 12.4knjcm 9.6knjcm

Table 9.3: Summary of experimental surface resistances for the EPDM2 insula
tors

Light Medium Heavy
Weather Chamber: 10°C 14.2H1/cm 2.5kn/cm 0.76kn/cm
Weather Chamber: 15°C 28.1H1/cm 2.1knjcm 0.94knjcm

Spray Bottle 132.1knjcm 8.8kD/cm 3.8knjcm

9.2.2 Polymer Insulators

The results for the tests performed on the polymer insulators can be seen in sec
tions 8.6.2 and 8.6.3. Tables 9.2, 9.$ and 9.4 shows a summary of the various
test results for the EF)D!vl1, EI')::)Iv12 and .:i.1C Sin.l insulators J.'8S)':~.:~;i r~~be

values indicated are in surface resistance per unit length.

EPDMl Insulator

Table 9.2 shows the results of both the weather chamber tests and the tests
using manual heavy wetting with a spray bottle. It can be seen that the weather
chamber resulted in surface contamination layer resistances that were substan
tially lower than those found with the manual wetting. This is be due to the
thicker wetted contamination layer present on the surface of the insulator as
a result of surface condensation. As seen from equation (17) above, a thicker
contamination layer will result in a lower surface resistance.

The surface resistance also decreases for increased pollution layer severity, as
is expected and predicted by equation (17). The surface resistances calculated
for the manual wetting with a spray bottle also decrease with increasing pollu
tion severity, as expected. Here the leakage currents are not as large as those
measured for the heavy pollution layer on the Glass1 insulators, so the effect
of the current limiting resistor is not as pronounced however they still may be
present.

Figure 9.2 shows the plots of the results of Table 9.2, complete with error

..
Light Medium Heavy

Weather Chamber: lOoC 101.2knjcm lO.lkn/cm 7.9kn/cm
Weather Chamber: 15°C 95knjcm 7.7knjcm 6.9kDjcm

Spray Bottle 285.5knjcm 294.4kn/cm 75.1knjcm

Table 9 4' Summary of experimental surface resistances for the SiR1 insulators
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chamber test results. However, again this is not the case for the tests done with
the manual wetting with the spray bottle. Inconsistencies in the measured data
can be attributed to inconsistent ESDD levels on the insulator surfaces or uneven
wetting of the insulator surface during the manual wetting testing. The effect
of the current limiting resistor may also play a role in the results of the manual
wetting tests. The test circuit with the cur~'ent limiting resistor may have lead
to false voltage reading for test setups with higher leakage currents, resulting
in surface resistance measurements appearing to be higher than they really are.
Joule heating may also have resulted in the evaporation of the water on the
insulator surface [4]. Giving the illusion of increasing the surface resistance and
hence causing inconsistencies in the leakage current readings.

EPDM2 Insulator

The results for the testing of the EPDM2 insulator are of a similar form to
the EPDMl insulator. Table 9.3 shows the results of the manual wetting and
weather chamber tests. Once again in can be seen that there is a significant
difference between the surface resistances found for the tests performed in the
weather chamber and those performed using heavy manual wetting. Again
showing that the surface condensation that took place in the weather chamber
resulted in a thicker pollution layer than with manual wetting, and hence a lower
surface conductivity, leading to higher leakage currents and hence increasing the
likelihood of flashover taking place.

As the pollution layer severity increases, the surface resistance decreases, as
expected. Inconsistencies in the measured data can be attributed to inconsistent
ESDD levels on the insulator surfaces or human error.

Figure 9.3 shows the plot of the surface resistances measured verses the
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between the surface resistance and the surface ESDD value should be linear. If
a straight line is drawn through the error bars on the graphs the approximate
relationship between the surface resistance and the ESDD level can be seen.
This can be done quite effectively with the results from the weather chamber
tests, however this is not the case for the manual wetting tests. As discussed
above this could be due to a number of influences including uneven wetting
during manual spraying, inconsistent ESDD levels, Joule heating or the effect
of the current limiting resistor in test circuit one.

SiRl Insulator

A summary of the results of the testing of the SiRl insulator are shown in Table
9.4. They show the results from the weather chamber tests and the results from
the testing with the manual heavy wetting by a hand held spray bottle. The
surface resistances are reported in kO/cm.

The testing of the SiRl insulator proved to be more problematic than those
performed on the other insulators. This was particularly relevant to the case of
the manual wetting of the insulator with a hand held spray bottle. Due to the
hydrophobic nature of the SiRl insulator, the water sprayed onto the surface of
the insulator beaded very easily and a continuous water layer was difficult to
achieve. This resulted in inconsistencies in the results of the tests, specifically
those performed with the manual wetting of the insulator, as can be seen in the
Excel spreadsheet presented in Figure 8.14 in section 8.6.3.

Again it can be seen that for the tests performed in I the weather chamber
the per unit surface resistance decreases with increasing pollution severity, as
is expected. The results for the manual wetting show a very slight increase in
surface resistance with the increase from a light pollution layer to a medium.
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This slight increase Ciln be attributed to inaccurate leakage current measure
ments due to a discontinuous conduction layer on the hydrophobic surfaC('. If
the conduction layer is not continuous, dry regions exist between the conduct
ing water layer regions. This could result in dry band arcing if the voltage is
high enough [4J. This was true of the manual wetting tests. The dry bands
would have a much higher surface resistance than the conducting water layer
as the arc passes through air. This higher resistance will have the effect of in
creasing the surface resistance of the insulator. This effect is what resulted in
the inconsistent readings in the manual wetting tests. However it can be seen
that the heavily polluted SiRl insulators had a lower surface resistance than
the light and medium pollution layers, as would be e:xpected. Inconsistencies
in the measured data can also be attributed to inconsistent ESDD levels on the
insulator surfaces or human error.

When the SiRl insulator was tested in the weather chamber it was polluted
and then allowed to dry for 20 minutes before it was tested. In the 20 minutes
drying time the insulator surface did not dry out completely and some moisture
was still present on the insulator surface. This aided in getting a continuous con
duction layer on the silicone rubber surface, and hence more consistent surface
resistance values.

Figure 9.4 shows the surface resistances verses the ESDD values for the SiRl
tests. In the figure the results of the weather chamber tests and the manual
heavy wetting tests are plotted. The curves are plotted with error bars which
represent the standard deviation error expressed as a percentage. Typically
the relationship between the surface resistance and the ESDD value is linear.
If one draws a line through the error bars of the above plots one can see the
approximate relationship between the surface resistance and the ESDD value.
Here a line can easily be drawn through the spray bottle curve, this is mostly
due to the large errors present in these readings.

The lines drawn for the weather chamber tests do not fit within the error
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Surface Resistance vs. ESOO value at 10 degrees
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bars as well as the line drawn for the manual wetting test results. This could
be due to a number of factors including inconsistent ESDD values, dry band
arcing, Joule heating or the runoff of excess water. The effect of the runoff of
excess water will be discussed in the next section.

9.2.3 Comparison of Results for Different Insulator Types

From the results from Tables 9.1 through 9.4 a comparison of the surface
resistances can be made between the different insulator types. Figure 9.5
shows a graph comparing the unit surface resistances of the different insulator
types for the different pollution layer ESDD values. The results plotted were
from the weather chamber tests conducted at 10 QC.

From the graph it can be seen that the SiRl is easily the best performer
under these conditions. It displays the consistently highest unit surface resis
tance values at the different ESDD values. This is because of its hydrophobic
properties. Because the SiRl insulator is hydrophobic there is a good chance of
dry regions forming on the insulator surface. This has the effect of raising the
total surface resistance of the insulator surface, as the current passing through
air would experience a higher resistance than if it passed through the conductive
water layer. Although these plots should ideally be straight lines they are still
a good indication of the insulator performance.

The EPDM2 insulator is the worst perfo'rmer. It shows the lowest unit sur
face resistance. This is most likely due to its lack of hydrophobicity, therefore
leading to the development of continuous water layers on the surface. The per
formance of the EPDMl insulator and the Glass! insulator is interchangeable.
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The Glassl insulator starts out as being the second worst performer and then
it is taken over by the EPDMl towards a heavier pollution layer. The Glassl
insulators are hydrophillic. The EPDM insulators were originally hydrophobic
but were then sandblasted to reduce there hydrophobicity. After sand blasting
the EPDM insulators were only slightly hydrophobic, classed as a 6 on the STRI
guide [5]. It is possible that the EPDM insulators could have lost their last bit
of hydrophobicity through the testing process. It has been shown that discharge
activity on the EPDM surface can reduce its hydrophobicity [6]. This could also
be the reason behind the interchange between the results of the Glassl and the
EPDMl insulator.

Another factor which could have effected the outcome of the results is the
orientation of the insulators during the weather chamber tests. The EPDMl
and EPDM2 insulators were orientated vertically so that the sheds ran parallel
to the ground. This orientation did not allow for excess water to run off the
insulator surface, possibly leading to a thicker water layer on the tops of the
sheds. This can be seen in the pictures shown of the wetting on the insulators
presented in section 8.6.2. This thicker layer would result in a lower surface
resistance over the tops of the insulator $heds, thus having the effect of lowering
the overall surface resistance.

The Glassl insulators were also orientated vertically, so that the glass cap
was horizontal. The top of the glass cap is slightly curved which can result in the
slight runoff of excess wate:', t1n:s reducing the water layer thic1~ness and hence
increasing effective surface resistance of the wet pollution layer. However on
the underside of the glass cap there are three skirts. These skirts are pointing
downwards and therefore water would collect on the tips of the skirts. This
thicker water layer would reduce the surface resistance in this area. However if
water were to drip off these skirts it would have the effect of reducing the total
amount of water. on the surface and hence increasing the surface resistance. So
the surface resistance of the Glassl insulator may change slightly depending
on whether, and if so how much, water dripped off the skirts. This too could
explain the interchangeability of the EPDMl insulator and the Glassl insulator.

The surface area to weight ratio of an insulator also has an effect on its
performance in fog conditions. It has been shown that as the surface area to
weight ratio decreases, condensation rate increases [2]. The Glassl insulators
have a lower surface area to weight ratio than the EPDMl and EPDM2 insula
tors, resulting in more condensation taking place on the glass insulator surface.
This could lead to excessive water condensation on the glass surface resulting
in quite a lot of runoff. This would result in a washing effect [2], reducing the
effective conductivity of the wet pollution layer and hence increasing the surface
resistances measured. This too could be the reason for the EPDM insulators
having the overall lowest surface resistance values.

The difference in unit surface resistance values between the EPDMl and
the EPDM2 insulators is approximately 60%. There is little reason why this
should be the case as they would be expected to have the same values. The
difference can therefore only be put down to an irregularity in the pollution
layer (inconsistent ESDD values).

The orientation of the SiRl insulator was not vertical. It was resting so that
the rod was at about 70 0 to the horizontal. It was orientated like this for ease of
testing. This orientation would have resulted in the sheds being tilted allowing
for excess water to flow off the surface of the insulator. This would have the
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Surface Resistance vs ESDD value at 15 degrees
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Figure 9_6: Per Unit surface resistance vs ESDD values at 15°C

effect of lowering the effective thickness of the water layer and hence increas
ing the surface resistance. This, along with its hydrophobic properties, would
have resulted in the significantly higher surface resistances measures during the
weather chamber tests.

Figure 9.6 shows the plot of the surface resistances measured with the
varying ESDD values for the weather chamber tests performed at 15°C.

For the tests performed at 15 °c the EPDM results were more similar to each
other however they still differed slightly. With these tests it should be noted
that the SiRl and Glassl surface resistance results for the medium and heavy
pollution cases were quite similar. This can most probably be attributed to
inconsistencies in the pollution layer or excessive water runoff from the Glassl
insulator resulting in a higher than expected surface resistance under medium
pollution conditions.

The effects of Joule heating could have also resulted in inaccuracies in the
leakage current measurements [4J. If too much time was allowed to pass before
the leakage current measurement was taken, Joule heating may have resulted in
the evaporation of some of the water on the insulator surface therefore increasing
the surface resistance of the water layer.

The weather chamber tests were performed at two different temperatures.
This was done so that the effect of the surface temperature of the insulator,
on the amount of water that condenses onto the surface could be examined as
mentioned in sections 5.7 and 8.6_ From the results of the weather chamber
tests the effect of the different temperatures is inconclusive. The results showed
equal variation in the surface resistances with the different weather chamber
temperatures. Further and more extensive tests will have to be carried out to
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Table 95' Surface resistances calculated· .
Light

Maxwell Weather Chamber 10 QC Weather Chamber 15 QC
EPDMl 190H2jcm 26.8knjcm 28.6knjcm
EPDM2 170knjcm 14.2knjcm 28.1knjcm

SiRl 100knjcm 101.2knjcm 95knjcm
Glassl 110knjcm 27knjcm 19knjcm

Medium
Maxwell Weather Chamber 10 QC Weather Chamber 15 QC

EPDMl 76knjcm 5knjcm 3.5knjcm
EPDM2 67knjcm 2.5knjcm 2.1knjcm

SiRl 41knjcm 1O.1knjcm 7.7knjcm
Glass1 43knjcm 5.1knjcm 11.6knjcm

Heavy
Maxwell Weather Chamber 10 QC Weather Chamber 15 QC

EPDMl 41knjcm 0.97knjcm 0.74knjcm
EPDM2 36knjcm 0.76knjcm 0.94knjcm

SiRl 24knjcm 7.9knjcm 6.9knjcm
Glassl 22knjcm 3.1H2jcm 3.2knjcm

further investigate the effect of different surface temperatures.

9.3 Comparison of Experimental and Maxwell Results

The surface resistances predicted by the Maxwell simulations were quite dissim
ilar to those found though the weather chamber experiments. The results of the
Maxwell simulations are presented in Table 9.5 along with the results from the
weather chamber tests.

As can be seen in Table 9.5 there is a difference in surface resistances
ranging from approximately 1 times to 40 times the data between the Maxwell
and weather chamber results. On average the surface resistance data gathered
from the weather chamber tests is significantly lower than the surface resistances
calculated from the Maxwell simulations.

Those values calculated from the M axwell simulations were calculated for
a light pollution layer, with the surface conductivity being 60 jJSjcm. The
corresponding results from the weather chamber tests were performed with a
very light pollution layer, with an ESDD value of approximately O.012mgjcm2 .

Using data outlined in [7] a surface conductivity level of 60 J-LSjcm would cor
respond to a ESDD of approximately 0.048mg j cm2

, which is higher than those
values used for the light pollution layer in the weather chamber tests. Due to
the differences in ESDD values used in the Maxwell simulations and the weather
chamber test the results were plotted to allow ease of analysis.

Figures g. 7 through to 9.10 show the results of the Maxwell and the weather
chamber tests.

From figuTes 9.7 through to 9.10 it can be seen that the surface resistances
predicted by the Maxwell simulations are much higher than those found through
the weather chamber tests. This is particularly true for the Glassl, EPDMl and
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22kV EPDM: Maxwelland Wealher chamber results
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EPDM2 insulators. A possible explanation for these results could be errors,
as mentioned in section 4.7, in the heat and surface condensation calculations
introduced in Chapters 3 and 4, which lead to an inaccurate surface condensation
rate being calculated. The surface condensation rate calculated was much lower
than what was experienced by the insulators in the weather chamber, leading
to a much thicker water layer being present on the test insulators than those
simulated in the Maxwell simulations. This in turn would lead to a much lower
surface resistance for the test insulators than the simulated insulators.

The results of the SiR1 weather chamber tests compare more similarly to
those found in the Maxwell simulations. Relating to the condensation rate
mentioned above, the similarity could be due to a combination of the the SiR1
insulator's hydrophobicity and the orientation of the the insulator during the
weather chamber tests. Should the condensation rate in the weather chamber
have been higher than expected more water would have condensed on to the
silicone rubber surface, but because of it's hydrophobicity and orientation the
excess water ran off the insulator easily, reducing the overall conductive layer
thickness and hence raising the surface resistance to a level which is closer to
the results found in the Maxwell simulations. However it should be noted that
although the SiR1 results were most similar out of all the insulators tested
and simulated, there was still a significant different between the simulated and
weather chamber results for the SiR1 insulator.

The insulators that were modelecl in ttle' J1t[a.nucil simula.lions were con
structed to have a completely uniform conductive layer covering the entire sur
face of the insulating material. Only the glass insulator had a slightly uneven
conductive layer on its surface. In the practical experiments, the water that con
densed onto the polluted insulator surfaces was not in a uniform pattern. Due
to the effects of gravity and insulator orientation, some sections of the insula
tor experienced a thicker conductive water layer than other sections. Although
this would not have much of an effect on the total amount of water which con
denses onto the surface it would result in some sections having a lower surface
resistance than others.

The main reason for the discrepancy between the Maxwell simulation results
and the weather chamber results is due to the condensation rate. It was shown
that given high humidity levels and cool insulator surface temperatures, surface
condensation was likely on the surface of the insulators [2]. The greater the
difference between the insulator surface temperature and the steam fog tem
perature the greater the condensation rate will be [2]. This resulted in the
differences in the amount of water present on the insulator surfaces during the
weather chamber tests and the amount found through the condensation rate
equations. The temperature of the humid particles used in the equations was
only about a maximum of 5 QC warmer than the insulator surface temperature.
In the weather chamber a steam fog was used, this means that the water parti
cles were significantly, in the order of 70 cC, warmer than the insulator surface
leading to a much higher condensation rate. Thus resulting in far heavier con
densation in the weather chamber, than what was predicted by the condensation
rate ,equations in section 4.6.

When the water vapor condenses onto the surface of the cooled insulators
the temperature of the insulator surface will gradually warm up, due to the
latent heat of condensation, when the temperature of the insulator surface is
equal to the temperature of the fog, condensation will cease.
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Table 9.6: Leakage currents of polluted insulators exposed to surface condensa
tion

Insulator Rated Voltage Pollution Level Total Surface Resistance Leakage Current
Light 782H2 12.8rnA

Glass1 lOkV Medium 149kD 66.8mA
Heavy 91kD 109mA
Light 1.3MD 17mA

EPDM1 22kV Medium 239kD 91.8mA
Heavy 46kD 474mA
Light 1.3MD 25.4mA

EPDM2 33kV Medium 234kD 141mA
Heavy 70KD 473mA
Light 6.1MD 3.6mA

SiRl 22kV Medium 608kD 36mA
Heavy 471kn 47mA

9.4 Implications of findings

Tile findings above ~.rc significant. They show tbat sm·fhce condcnm:tim, cau
lead to a significant amount of water condensing onto the surface of outdoor in
sulators. Should these outdoor insulators be polluted with a salt contamination,
as they often are in coastal environments [6], this condensed water will dissolve
the salt on the insulator surface and result in a conductive layer on the insulator
surface hence leading to high leakage currents and hence discharge activity.

Table 9.6 shows the insulators that were tested, their rated voltage, the
average surface resistance and the leakage current which results from these con
ditions. The results shown are for the tests performed in the weather chamber
at 100C.

Table 9.6 shows that the leakage currents that would be present on the
surface of the insulators under test, should they have been tested at their rated
voltage, would be very high. This is particularly true for the EPDM insulators.

When a leakage current flows through a wet conducting contamination layer
Joule heating takes place [4]. The greater the current the greater the amount
of Joule heating takes place. If the amount of Joule heating is sufficient the
water layer evaporates and dry regions, or dry bands, develop [4]. These dry
bands usually occur in areas where the current density is the the highest. This
would be at points where the cross-sectional surface area of the contamination
layer is the lowest, thus making the rod's the part of the polymeric insulators
the most susceptible to dry band formation [2J. These dry bands are then
exposed to most of the voltage and so the voltage gradient across the dry band
is intensified resulting in the flash over of the dry band. Dry band breakdown
usually occurs at about 250mA [8].

Given the above, heavily polluted EPDM insulators will readily experience
dry band breakdown if subjected to these weather conditions in service.. Figure
9.11 shows a plot of the leakage currents measured during the weather chamber
test and their ESDD values.

The Glass1 insulators experienced a leakage current of 109mA with a heavy
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Leakage Currents vs. ESDD values
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Figure 9.11: Weather chamber leakage current verses ESDD values

pollution layer. The SiR1 insulator experienced (\ leakage current of 47mA with
a heavy pollution layer. Witb a very heavy pollution layer it can be speculated
that the leakage current on the Glass1 insulator will exceed 250mA and dry
band breakdown would occur. It has been observed that salt pollution in a
marine environment often exceeds O.3mgjc:m2 , this is classed as a very heavy
pollution level [9J. It is therefore very likely that the insulators in the South
African coastal sites will experience very heavy contamination, leading to low
surface resistance vaiues and high leakage currents, increasing the chance of
failure. For the SiR1 insulator an extremely heavy pollution layer would have
to be present on the insulator surface to allow a leakage current of greater than
250mA to fiow.

This data ties in with the findings mentioned in reference [lJ in Chapter
2 section 1 [6J. The paper covered the e:>.:periences of the Florida Power and
Light (FPL) transmission system. During 1991 they experienced a large number
of contamination outages as a result of the weather conditions which are under
investigation in this dissertation. Their findings were that the EPDM insulators
performed the worst when exposed to these conditions [6J. This is the same
result as was found by the weather chamber tests. It was also found that the
EPDM insulators performed worse than their porcelain insulators [6]. Porcelain
insulators have similar properties to glass and can therefore be likened to glass
insulators. Given this, this too agrees with the results of the tests carried
out in the weather chamber. In [6] it was also found that the silicone rubber
insulators performed the best, there were no outages or flashovers on the silicone
rubber lines. This too agrees with the weather chamber results, which show the
silicone rubber insulators to be the best performers and little chance of them
experiencing dry band breakdown even at very heavy contamination levels.

Generally speaking the performance of EPDM insulators is expected to be
better than glass or porcelain insulators. However this is not the case found
through the weather chamber tests. The EPDM insulators performed far more
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poorly than the glass insulators. This could be due to the insulator shape
and orientation. Glass insulators are more likely to experience excess water
runoff than EPDM insulators if orientated vertically. This runoff of excess
water would help increase the surface resistance of the insulator and hence help
reduce leakage currents.

\Vhen reviewing the condensation rate due to steam fog mentioned in liter
ature reviewed on steam fog tests conducted at normal temperatures [2], it was
noticed that when the insulator is cooled, as in the weather chamber tests, the
condensation rate is much greater than steam fog tests performed at standard
temperatures [2]. The literature shows the lowest surface resistance occurred
only after 40-50 minutes in the steam fog [2]. During the weather chamber
tests it was found that the leakage currents peaked after about 10 minutes of
steam fog. This proves that a cooler insulator surface temperature will result
in a greater surface condensation rate than what is experienced at standard
temperatures.

In service outdoor high voltage insulators in a coastal environments are likely
to experience the weather conditions which could lead to surface condensation
on the insulator surfaces. Given the salt pollution from the coastal environment
and the correct weather conditions severe leakage currents are likely to occur on
the wet outdoor insulators. The tests performed in the weather chamber were
steam fog tests, whieh means t.hat the fog tempe;'ature was much higher than the
bg t.emperatures experic~n(:2d in naturLl weather condiciuns. This would iead
to lower leakage currents developing on the wetted insulator surfaces than those
found in the weather chamber tests. However the insulators will still experience
more sever wetting than under normal fog conditions or manual wetting, leading
to an increase in leakage currents and possible ftashover.
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Chapter 10

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

10.1 Summary and Conclusion

The effects of specific weather conditions on outdoor high voltage insulators
were investigated. The particular conditions to which the insulators were ex
posed were salt pollution, due to their being located in a coastal area, cold tem
peratures and severe humidity. The insulators that were under investigation
were EPDM insulators, cap-and-pin type glass insulators and silicone rubber
insulators. A new test method was proposed in order to test the performance
of these insulators when exposed to these specific conditions. The test method
involved the construction of a weather chamber to simulate the cold and humid
conditions and the further monitoring of leakage currents when energized under
these conditions.

An equation was constructed so that the surface temperature of the outdoor
insulator could be calculated in response to the environmental conditions. This
equation took both heat transfer through conductive heat transfer from the sur
rounding air, and radiative heat transfer into account. Once the equation was
developed it was used to analyze weather data supplied by the South African
Weather Service. This analysis confirmed that surface condensation did occur
under the specified weather conditions. This lead to the wetting of the insulator
surface under these weather conditions. It was also shown that surface conden
sation resulted in more water condensing onto the insulator surface than would
normally occur with normal dew formation. The surface condensation rate was
calculated as well so that the data could be used in a computer simulation of
the insulators' performance.

Once the weather data had been analyzed some of the data was used to
simulate the insulators in a computer program. The program used was Maxwell.
Here three dimensional representations of the four different insulators that would
be tested were constructed. The insulators were first modeled with no pollution
layer present and the voltage gradient and electric fields present with a 30kV
applied voltage were plotted. A conductive pollution layer was then added to
the surface of the insulators. A current was applied to the insulators and the
resulting current densities were plotted. From this data the surface resistances
of the contamination layers were calculated.

A weather chamber was then set up to simulate the weather conditions some
times experienced in South African coastal environments. The weather chamber
was made to chill the insulators to either 10 QC or 15 QC and then a heavy steam
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fog was introduced into the chamber. The insulators were polluted by dipping
them into a slurry. The pollution levels were classed as light, medium and
heavy as specified by lEe 60815. A manual heavy wetting, with a spray bottle,
test was also done for the purposes of comparison. The results of the weather
chamber and manual wetting tests showed that the surface resistances result
ing from the weather chamber were substantially lower than with the manual
wetting tests. This went to show that surface condensation lead to more severe
wetting than traditional methods. It was also found that the surface resistance
decreased with increasing pollution severity, as would be expected.

When the weather chamber results were compared to the Maxwell simula
tion results it was seen that the predicted surface resistance results from the
computer simulation were much higher than the results obtained in the weather
chamber tests. This difference in results has been put down to the large dif
ference in the steam fog temperature and the insulator surface temperature
experienced in the weather chamber. The surface condensation rate used in the
simulations was calculated with only a small difference in the fog temperature
and the insulator surface temperature, therefore leading to a smaller condensa
tion rate be calculated than that experienced in the weather chamber.

In general it was seen that the EPDM insulators performed the worst in
the computer simulation, the manual welting tests and the weather chamber
tests. 'This agrees witb past observations on the subject. The glass insulators'

insulators performed the best. This too agTees wit!l prev;uus literature. The
leakage currents which were present on the heavily polluted insulator surface was
approximately 400mA for the EPDM insulators, 100mA for the glass insulator
and 40mA for the silicone rubber insulator. Given this, the EPDM insulator
would experience dry band arcing and probable flashover if exposed to the above
environmental conditions and a heavy pollution layer. It is speculated that the
glass insulator would also experience appreciable leakage currents and possible
flashover if exposed to the above mentioned environmental conditions, with a
very heavy pollution layer. It is unlikely that the silicone rubber insulator will
experience leakage currents that are high enough to result in sever dry band
arcing and eventual flashover.

It can therefore be concluded that outdoor insulators in coastal environ
ments are exposed to conditions which could result in severe wetting which in
turn would lead to substantial leakage currents flowing over the surface of the
wet, polluted insulators, this is especially true for the EPDM type of outdoor
insulators. South African coastal areas do experience weather conditions which
will lead to surface condensation. This makes the possibility of flashover on
EPDM or glass insulated high voltage power lines in coastal areas likely.

10.2 Future work

The work that was performed for this masters dissertation was not extensive
as various limits were placed on the work. These limits were in the form of
an insufficient amount of time allowed to perform testing and the availability of
sufficient equipment. A certain amount of additional work needs to be performed
in order to further test and validate the results displayed in this dissertation.
This further work includes:
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• Further weather chamber tests to examine the effect of the different insu
lator orientations on surface resistance.

• Perform a greater number of weather chamber tests at different tempera
tures to further investigate the effect of different insulator surface temper
atures on the surface condensation rate, and hence the surface resistance
of the wet polluted insulators.

• Future tests should be automated so that the desired voltage level can be
switch onto the insulators instantaneously and not switched on and then
raised to the desired voltage level. This will help reduce the amount of
water that evaporates from the surface as a result of Joule heating. With
this the leakage current and voltage readings should be taken as soon as
the voltage is applied, also to reduce the effects of Joule heating.

• A standard steam fog test at room temperature should be run in con
junction with the weather chamber tests so that the extent of surface
condensation at cold temperatures can be properly examined.

• It may be worth wile to conduct the weather chamber tests with the insu
lators energized prior to steam injection. This would give a more realistic
account of what leakage currents are experienced by outdoor insulators in
~:Jr':ice.

• A new weather chamber could be constructed with a built in steam injec
tion system.

• Perform the weather chamber tests again but using a warm fog instead
of a steam fog and compare results. Using a warm fog will result in con
ditions which are more similar to those experienced by in-service outdoor
insulators.
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Appendix A

MATLAB CODE: WEATHER ANALYSIS

This is the main MatLab function written. It is used to load and initialize data,
call the ode function, perform analysis and plot relevant data.
%This block is used to clear all pre71ious data and to initial'i::e variables.
clear dummy = 0;
wind = 0;
global temp-insulator;
%data anoy of s'iJ:rfacc tempcmt'U:re of the 'InsnlatoT
temp-surroundings = 0: ;:[,j(/to U,I'I'Oy of the C'/Il'rrUliinen!(J! I'll/re to (it'

used fu/' '['-inFruty.
temp-insulator = 0;
temp-environment = 0; %data a'lTay of the enviTOn'lnental tCT/l.jJemhrre
sun-radiation = 0; %dato aT'Tay of the solar '('ad'lation, levels
T-infinity = 0; %va:rioble to 'l'CJJ'resent the tempemt'l1'/'e of the s'llT"ronnding air,
the IcmpeTut'll,l'e at infi:nity.
wind-velocity = 0; %data a1TOy of 'Wind velocities
i = 0;
Joo co'unteT
k = 0; %anothC'I' counter
lC = 0; %in:i/:ial conditions. The initial temperature of the insulator smfacc.

%This block loads all ldevant data files and p'l'{;pares for calculations and
peljuTms cornpa.risons.
temp-environment = load('CP01.txt'); %load temperature data from text: file

temp-surroundings = load( 'CP01.txt') + 273; %load tcmpeTatu'/'c data frO'lll,
tcrf; file
global sun-radiation; %define sun-radiation as global so that it can be 1lsed by
the fllnc/.ion.
sun-radiation = load( 'RadCP01.txt'); %load sola'/' radiation data from t.el:1 file.
sun-radiation = sun-radiation'; %Iranspose rad-iation dala matrix so that. -i.I. is
in. the coneel fonnal.
humidity = load('HumCP01.txt'); %load humidity data from. text file
finish = length(temp-surroundings); %sels duration of analysis. Onc 1I:ni1 eq1wls
one hou1'ly da.t.a point. This can be changed 10 analyzc the fall range or dala or
jus!: a ]JoT'tion, 10 keep calculation tiTl~e down.
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global T-infinity; %Sct T-tTlfindy to glo/JlLI so that it can be used hy the func
riou.

T-infinity = temp-surroundings(2); %Set the tcrnperntuTc at infinity to be
the seumr! dal;u point frcnn the enviT'OTI'iTleTltal tcmpcmtun; data aTTUY, It is the
sccond !Join.f us this is the tenl,peTu.fun:; the insulatoT has to Teach jr'O'lTl. its c'lL1Tcrd
tnnpnntll:l'cl/lhich would ve the fiTst data point.

global wind-velocity; .%Set wind-velocity to global so that it can be used by
the fll.nc!;ion.
wind-velocity = load ('SpdCPOl.txt') ; %load wind speed data from text file.
wind-velocity = wind-velocity'; 7Mranspose wind speed data matTix so Uwt 1tis
in. the correct fonnal..
global i; %scl cO/InLeT i to be global.
i = 1;
m = 1;
global k; %sel eO'nnfeT k to be global.
k = 1;
global IC ; %sct. CO'u.nl("f' lC to be global
IC =ternp-surroundings(l); %Sct in'itial conditions. Ass'(/,rne insula.toT sur:fitCC
!C'III7";'!'O!:InT 'i,~ at the cnu';'I'O'!/'!II,cnfal !C"lIIpcm'hl:re for the fi:rst cu.lculation. It will

f(.'/J,!] /c ?";';'.o,l ./ ~( li,l'" (/ f.;',:·,l'o'irC:'/l'I."'(:'ilIU! ( \'

po-inf.

~i;Loop t.h1'O'ngh daia
while i j finish /f,PerfoT1TI. t.he calculation while the counteT is less than the spec
ified len,qlh of :ftnish'

[T, Y] = ode45(@func, [03600], IC); %Calls function, junc, so as to perform
ode, Ordinary DiJjerential Equa.tion. Returns T (timc vectoT) and Y (vector
'l'cpT'esentin,r; (,entpeT'ut1tre change). @.ifunc calls the function junc. on which the
ode m:usi; be pcr!'c)'rrn ed. The squaTe brackets represent the time span JOT the in
tervals of integmtion. For this case it is set to go fTOm 0 to 3600s (01' an how).
le is the iniUal conditions.

temp-insulator(k) = Y(end); %Set the s'aTfa.ce tempemtllrc to equal to the the
fi'nal '/}o.h:.{' in the Y vecto'l' once the ode has been lWTfo'rmed. This 'Will re]J1'esent
I.hc sll'rfoce feilrpCl'oJII:l'e change in Oil,(, 'wm'.

rc = temp-insulator(k); %Set the new lC to eq7w.l the new swface ternpcm
tv.'/'c

T-infinity = temp-surroundings(i+1); %Set the tcmpemture at infinity to the
nc:rt datn. point..

i = i+1; %ineremeni. cmmJcr
k = k+1; %in:cnmrerlf coll:nfeT
end %ends 'While loop

'}f,plots dolo
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plot(temp-environment), title( 'environment'); %plots c'IIiuironmcnto} tcmpcrn
Iu.res front the above darn file
ylabel ('temperature')
xlabel(,time')
hold on
plot (temp-insulator - 273,'Color',[1,0,0]), title('insulator');
ylabel ('temperature')
xlabel('time')

%This is code 1f.sr.d to compare the data for furtha analysis of the weather
did(/..

i = 1; %scl counteT.
j = 1; %set counter'.
while i < (finish -2) if temp-surroundings(i) > temp-insulator(i) +1 && temp
insulator(i) > 289 && temp-insulator(i) < 303 && humidity(i) > 85;
dummy(j) = i; %yel d1t1nmy veC!:OT of positions of the OCC1lrrence if the spec'ijied
coil.ddio'!'lS are !:T1Je.
j = j + 1; %in.cI'c 'Ill.ent cov:nte'l'
i = i + 1; %i'l'lcreTl/.ent co·u.nter·
else i = i + 1; %'inc'I'C7nenf counteT 'if the speC'iJi,ed conditions aTe not trw:.
end
end

%This block is used to detect i·n.stances wheTe the wind velocity drLta fi:le 'Where
the dat.a. is cfJ1wl to .':em. These instances are displayed so that. onc can i.dentify
arcas not to include in the analys'is, as the wind velocity data was missing.

i = 1;
m = 1;
while i < (finish -2)
if wind-velocity(i) == 0;

wind(m) = i ; %get dummy vector of positions of this OCC1lTTence,

m = m + 1;
i = i + 1;
else i = i + 1;
end
end

disp(dummy);

wind = wind
'}(;r]ispluys ins/:rmces of zem w'ind velocity.

The code below is the code written for the function func.m. This is where
the ode is defined and calculated.

% This is the ode fund'ion. Here all vaTiables aTe initialized, the ode function.
is defined. function dYdt = func(t, Y, lC) %input arguments.
Diameter = 0.024; %Diameter of the ins'ulatoT (m).
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radius =Diameter/2; %Rorli'ILs
length = 0.01; %1'hc length of the ins·u.latoT
SurfaceArea = 2*pinadius*length + 8*2*(pi*(0.033 + radius)A2 - pi*(radius)A2);
'}~smf(J.cc (J.)"(~U of cyli'ndcr + s'U.7face an:a of 8 sheds, 2sides (shed aT(~a - cylinder
In'ca)

Volume = pinadiusnadius*length + 8*(0.002*(pi*(0.033 + radius)A2 - pHradius)A2));
%·(Jolu:rn.c of cylimle-r urJ.d sheds.
density = 1500; %Dens-it:(/ of insulator- s'urjaee
SpecificHeat = 1250; %Specijic heat of insulatoT surja.ce
emissivity = 0.9; ;;;; Em.issivity of insu.lator' sur-fiLee
absorptivity = 0.53; % AbsOTptivity of insulatOT surjace
Boltz = 5.66ge-8; %Boltzuwnns constant

x = 0; %Variable for- solw' mdiation
Re = 0; %Heynolds Number"
A = 0; %1'·o.Tiablc to be 'ased in calcnlation
B = 0; 9( VILTiahlc to be 'used in calculation
C = 0; %Va:,..w.iJle fo be used in, calculation
Nu = 0; ;'fNussclt NmnlJeT
h = 0; ;/Heuf (·on.H'dion (;()(::fficicnt

KF = 24.54E-3; %1'hcrmal COTulll.ctivity
Pr = 0.713; ;;oPUllUltl NwnbeT
gloual i; ,i;f;Glo[;a! CO'li.nteTs fmm weather-. m

global k;
global wind-velocity; %Clabal wind velocity from 'weat.her-. m

global T-infinity; %Global tcmper-ahL1'e at infinity fmm weather". m

global sun-radiation; %Global solar' mdiahon fmm weather-. m
global temp-insulator ;1{, Global inslLlator- temperatcure fmm weather. m

%This if loop el Jal1wtcs the mdiation situation. If solar radiation is not
present 01' l'rTy l'ittle (first cond'ition) then the arnonnt of heat lost due to the
i'lls'lLlat()'(' ·lndiai.'inq heat O'ILt is calculated. rl'rad'iation 'is ]i'resent (second cond'i
firm) thcn the data rm.d in f7'OTTI. the text file 'is divided and multiplied to get it
into the CO'lncct nnits fOT the calculation.

if (i==l) %11' the loop is on its ji:l'st pass set initial ins'lLlator- tempenduTe to
/)(' :29:JK
rc = 293;
else
IC = temp-insulator(end); %else the surface ternpemture equals last ternperuhlre
cnlcldated
end x = sun-radiation;
if (x(i) <= 0.5) %f/' there is very lit.tle or no radiation then calculale md'iat'ion

, lost to enviTOTl:ment.
z = Boltz*(ICM - T-infinityM);
radiation = z; %st01'e this value in radiation vaT'iable
term = emissivitynadiation; %Used in ode equation
else %If then; is mdiation I.hen calenlate sola'" radiation 'in correct unds
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y = (x(i) /278);
z = Boltz*(IC/\4 - T-infinity/\4);
radiation = -y + z; %Stor'e this value 'in 'radiation, variable
term = absorptivitYHadiation; %Used in ode equabon
end

kv = 13.93e-6; %The kinerrw.tic viscosity fOT air
if (wind-velocity(i) == 0)
Re = (O,OhDiameter)/(kv);
else
Re = (wind-velocity(i)*Diameter)/(kv); %Calculates Reynolds Number
end

;i{,This ::;eclio'n calculates the heat convection coefficient 'lLsin,g the equal:ion
ovilined in equations (8, 4 and 5) of the heed analysis papeT'.
A = 0.62*Re/\O.5*Pr/\(1/3);
B = 1 + (Re/282000)1I(5/8);
C = (1 + (OA/Pr)/\(2/3) )/\0.25;
Nu = 0.3 + [(A*(BII(4/5)))/C];
h = Nm(KF /Diameter);

;-0 The differentia.! f:lj'lWtiOTl used to dcterYniuc the change in hmt ov(,'I' I:i'rnc.
dYdt = (-(11*(': - T-infinit.y) -:- tcrrn)*SurfaceArc8)!(den::;it.y,,"/olulJ1c*SpecificHeat);
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Appelldix B

ESDD MEASUREMENTS
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EPOM 22kV EPDM 33kV--- --~~.-. ----
measure<i deionized resu~ ESOO measure<i deionize<i resutt ESOO._---_ ..__ .-

6 4.1 3.9 0.0065 12 4.3 7.1 0.0131

.. -~9i·~·.~;·=H·~=_ ~~·~n~::=~~~~{{~ =~=~=~:~~~~~:==_ ~=-~~~=:·~~~lr~':-j'mf;J
!'~1o--' 5.6 4.2 0.007 31 3.7 27.3 0.041l2 I

:····1!=~it=f~]~1~~~~i~l~·il~~~k~=1~~~
'siandt'deb;J:iiiiin,," ----lo~0~Jgtl3-64 -._-::~:: :=~~:==~:H =--~ff-=- ::::~~:i~~=:1
.' .. \iarianCe- ······TiiJi8667E-':OS "'1r' "'-'-T -- "-'T"'" "'6:'0'119"

;_. .. ... L._.__. -i-_~_.. j---==: .__..._~~ll.9L........ _______J~0?'~.!~.1~
.... __ __ .L ..L. .__I_. __.. ?tll.ry~~rd_Q.~~Ji.o.'!.... _l.0~Oj~0<!.~8.5.4

i !, Variance i 0.000197286
.............•... : ··········T···· ··--···-··-··i··-----·······-·

Figure B.1: ESDD measurements for light pollution layer
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.~ _.~w ._. ._~ .._._ .~~._._w ..~.__ 4 •__• ·_4 ' __

Medium ESDD Measurements
EPOM 22kV EPDM 33kV

measured deionized resu~ ESDD measured deionized resuft ESDD
250 192 58 0105 240 192 48 0.086·.~_.'_...._----~-_._'. ,----._- .~'.--.'.--_ .. _.' -'. '.""" _..._.._~-'--'- --'._..~.._-'-" ~,- _._-._.'-.~.-..~- -~'_ ..._---- .'~----'-'.--_.--~-_.._-~.'"...' ...~,~-_ ..•'.'--- ..

..-~J~_ __l~~__ .. __§L .!:lL..__.. . _..J?L _1~}_.__ "-_2~__. ~!.1QI__
;...2~L f~~_.__. 64 . f--..Q:J!§___. ~..... _._J~. __.._2.?L._._. ?! .. ..o:l!_
~ .. _..2.8.8.. ~L § .J:11~__ . .~L_ ~ JiQ.....__0.1Q~_
· 301 238 63 0.114 280 224 56 0.101,- -299---- -. --T3r--' --63--- ---TiT4- ----------270-- -223'- --47-- --o.osr-
:. A.~r~ ... . ~0.!1~~~3.31 ~:=~.~=:__ _ . .~ve~~ L.~!026-
__... St_a~~~r~ Q~antion ... -1'O:QQ~~Q~O.~._.__ ._._.___.__.._~~a~J!!a!£.Q~~~~.!~o~._. ____J.~:QO~9Ji~.6

Variance •3.49167E-05 Variance I 0.0000983
! !

_. ~-_,_. ._. .--2.~~ .." , ...,, ..._.._.__~

• Top Underneath

Figure B.2: ESDD measurements for medium pollution layers
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Heaw ESDD Measurements
EPDM 22kV EPDM 33kV

: measured deionized resu~ ESOO measured deionized result ESDD......'.".._~_._.
i 349 )4,1 _ 1~.8....... •......~1J~._.._. __3§. J~L 1.11.__.. _..~:?1!l§ :

292 237 55 0.0992 365 240 125 0.231'

1:~=~~F~=1~~·= ·=f£~~==)~W=~=---=~-··~~·~- =~~~r==~r-=··-~~~~-=j

[-lli~~r~=-1r~i~=-: ill-:-~ili=:-f- ~~1
: .. ·342"".. ·· .... "22i"" ·· ..·1·2"0.._··· ..0:221-···· ·_-···-·······.. ···-300·__· ·······219.. ··········81---··· ---0:148-·'
: __. ..Aver~_._._ ....J_ 018495 _ ~=~= ... .. Average L~1!~L
! Standard De'.iantion 10.038698062 Standard Deviantion i 0.028210725· --- ._ _.._---_.--_._--,_ .._..__._ _-. -_ __..__._--_.._-_._._, _-_ .
• Variance I 0.00149754 Variance! 0.000795845
· I ----- I ;
_ .•_--,-_._-_._~--,:-""_-'----- _._..;,I__~__---,-----,

Glass._--------_._----,--_....._._--_.-
Top Underneath

Figure B.3: ESDD measurements for heavy pollution layer
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Appendix C

LEAKAGE CURRENTS WITH MANUAL WETTING

I _ I I I i
~-._,.- -t····~·_·__·_·_·~~··_--'-·--i··-~··_-~~_·--tJ_-~_··~-~-_·i--~-_·_--~-~·l

~·~-·i Average Resistance 117132020 i-~=-~~=t~~:=j·Average Resistance: '12087500

, Glass
_'~"'_~'~'*~' _____'~'_"*"'_."~'_'_"'_~_"~'_w_~~___ ._'"_~.'__.......~_...,'"

EPDM22

· 1 2 1 2
, V I R V I V I R V I

10951 0.0062 2037800 11230 2037800 14062 0.0049 4173200 14389 0.0012
9838 0.0081 1428100 10953 1365000 12429 00038 10177000 12993 0.00059

• 10201 0.0117 903430 11137 42020.8 14523 0.0035 6065800 14849 0.0012
13929 0.0103 1691400 13691 1516200 14003 0.0029 8137600 15681 0.0013
15087 0.0112 1585100 1423800 14849 0.0024 10452000 14300 i.~
>3914 00103 !2299900 15592 1251600 895i 0.0019 6372800 88G5IOOTA?(job.:; . U \,i-;,.'

~._-

-947310:000046
- ....... 9236 0.0022 5268800

9845 0.002 5722000 10112 0.00094
,....•....,;' ".,~_._.- .• ....._,,~.,.., .•.•.._~-

I :

Averaoe Resistance: 1 22 iAveraae ReSistance: i 7 4 1 i t

EPDM33 Silicone Rubber
1 2 1 2

I V I R V I V I R V I
18086 0.0024 11311000 18235 0.000046 13929 0.00085 32439000 13914 000018
18562 0.0024 12188000 18472 0.00067 14849 0.0014 19245000 13914 0.0012

• 19022 0.0019 13067000 19066 0.00074 13929 0.0032 8408100 14389 0.00034
· 20418 0.0018 11784000 20418 000068 15n0 00021 10656000 14849 0.00028

•

14151 00014 14912000 13691 0.00019---- -'---'-'._'--'~~-"_.-_.- .- _.- .. ~- -_..._;~._._.-.~-. ,.....,--- r--~·_··-·-·--

Figure C.l: Leakage Currents for light pollution with manual wetting
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..
Glass

_.-." ...-.-.-......... ,. -' ... ....... ~- .... .... " - .~_ ... _... ---- .... , ..
EPDM22

1 2 1 2
V I R V I V I R V I
9280 0.0247 491990 10680 0.0007 16007 0.018 15770 0.0161
9960 0.0264 382820 10201 00265 13929 0.0165 14389 0.0187
9964 00216 501620 13453 0.0203 15310 0.0157 16468 0.0122
9518 00304 321240 9964 0.02 12533 0.0255 563820 15785 0.0141

i 10439 0.0267 428290 12770 00205 13927 00226 624070 19720 0.0187
i

!AI'el3ge Resistance: i 593945: ! I
Silicone Rubber

1 2
V 1 R V I
8360 0.0257 315270 13216 0.0392

14374 0.048 305920 15324 0.0421
6726 00215 323630 11375 0.0257
8820 0.029 292730 13231 0.0431

2
V I
20418 0.02
20878 00205
18086 0.015

V I R

EP0M33

17626 00261 727900

17166 00193 821690
18324 0.0255 855070

'.-----,-,'.- _~ ,.. -.--~~ ·----··,~-,----·._~·-··-·-,-l·---~~,,~~ ..4- .~-_.,-~~---i---------+-.-..,-'--~.- ~:

-:--=-:-_-:---:-::~,_-. __.-.-+-:'--::--;--+-=-:-:O--.--c---
;AI'eraqe Resistance: ~ 425192;

Figure C.2: Leakage Currents for medium pollution with manual wetting

r···.. _··, ..·~··_··· "'-"'-~-'¥' ,-~--_._-~ •.--.~ .'-~-'._' ',- .._._--'.'--.__......-._----_.._,~._.~_ .•_-~_.._-~-- .._..~ ",.~~ ..
Glass EPOM22

j 1 2 1 2
i V I R V I V I R V I
i 11137 0028 493000 12295 0.027 7200 0.0077 666720 12072 0.022
! 10439 00183 711000 12755 0.0115 13453 0.041 321520 13453 0.031

9756 0.0316 352840 10201 0.0256 11612 0.0182 398580 14152 0.0239
9756 0.0315 361880 14151 00267 _L i-±-- i_=~11597 00354 367050 11835 0.0211

12072 0.027 526760 14612 00159,

. veraQe eSlstance: i ! I Ye!:l(le eslstance: i !

, EPDM33 saicone Rubber
: 1 2 1 2

V I R V I V I R V I
6504 0.0089 393080 15785 0.0271 8122 0.0259 313810 12755 0.0378
6727 0.0145 217660 21338 00262 12770 0.0414 288090 13676 0.0385

14374 0.031 444710 14389 0.022 12058 0.0401 287630 10899 0.0276
, 11835 0.0406 280520 18324 0.0403, ,. _•.."._._ .._ ...,.~,•.._____._._.~._.....(._____•.,_'.,~~~4___~__,___ •

i ::

;--~ --:...-----·-1----:----;--=~-r--r--!----~--_=t--~j

Average Resistance:: 351816.7i _L_ .1 AYe!age Resistance: i 292512.5' -.L_.__J

Figure C.3: Leakage Currents for heavy pollution with manual wetting
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Appendix D

MATLAB CODE: LEAKAGE CURRENTS

%AlalLah p'l"(}(JTa'm 'Written to Ilnalyze and display data fmm. tests using test.
ciTe'l,d onc. Thescwere used for the testing of the vaTious ponuted insulatoTs
wet by hu:nd.

% 1U cycles nt 50h"
%f2000 ,wnJplcrl points
>iJs(7)/pl,nlj F/'cqu.cnc,lj = 10IJOOHz
;;6 1£'/'81 block initiali:cd (edai7/ v(lTiablcs.
[ie = 0;

x = 0;
y = 0;
le = 0;
fs = 10000;
fo = 500;
a=1:2000; %sets the ((/:nge of a

timel = datal (a,1); %The tirne is the mnge'a' of column 1
voltagel = datal(a,2); %Thc voltage 'is the mnge 'a' of colv:mn 2

%rClIW1Jes the ofhet from the volt:age si.qnal
avl = mean(voltagel);
voltagel = voltagel - avl;

lel = datal(a,3); %The leakage current's the rungr. 'a' oJ coZ.U'/TI.7/ 3
[y,x] = butter(7,fo/(fs/2)); %Finds the coefficients of a seventh order butter

worth FILer, 'Wilh clltofiI/'equcncy of 400HZ based on 2000hz sampling .frequency.
flcl = filter(y,x,lel); %Implements the fl:lter' function, and hence /W;ers the leak
ugc cV:l"rcn.t.

maxIl = max(flcl); %calculates the peak-to-peak value.
minIl = min(flcl);
p2pIl = ma.'CIl - minIl;

X =(p2pIl/(2 * sqrt(2))); %ealc'ulatr.s and displays the RMS eUTTent.
rmsIl = X/lOO %ViJluc is div'i.ded by 100, as it indicates the cw-rent flo'Wing
th:mngh the 1000//.111 rcs-i.stOT.

maxVl = max(voltagel); %calculates the peak-to-peak value.
minVl = min(voltagel);
p2pVl = maxV1 - minVl;

rmsV1 = 42000*(p2pVl/(2* sqrt(2))) %Calcvlates and displays the RMS
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Foltuqc. by 4:2000 us th'ls is the "caling fadm,
voltagel = voltageh 42000; %lvlvltiply by scaling factor for flLTUWI' use,

code is the smILe as above Imt is used to analyze a second se! of data,

time2 = data2(a,I);
voltage2 = data2(a,2);
av2 = mean(voltage2);
voltage2 = voltage2 - av2;

lc2 = data2(a,3);
[y,x] = butter(7,fo/(fs/2));
ftc2 = filter(y,x,lc2);

maxI2 = max(ftc2);
minI2 = rnin(ftc2);
p2pI2 = maxI2 - minI2;

Y =(p2pI2/(2* sqrt(2)));
rmsI2 = Y/100

maxV2 = max(voltage2);
rninV2 = min(voltage2);
p2pV2 = maxV2 - minV2;

rrnsV2 = 42000* (p2pV2/ (2* sqrt (2) ))
voltage2 = voltage2* 42000;

IJ/oek plots the voltage and leakage clLT'Terd siynuls reco1'l1cr!,
subplot(221) plot(timel, voltagel)
xlabel('timc (s)');
ylabel('voltage (V) ');
subplot (223);
plot(timel, ftel)
xlabel('time (s)');
ylabel('leakage current (A)');
subplot(222) plot(tirne2, voltage2)
xlabel('time (s)');
ylabel(,voltage (V)');
subplot (224); plot(tirne2, ftc2)
xlabel('time (s) ');
ylabel('leakage current (A)');

[CI,il] = max(voltagel); %Finds the indices of the maximu:rn 'valuc of volt

U,ile1 and stoTes it in vectcJ'1' i1,

[C2,i2] = max(voltage2); %Finds the indices of the maxim1Lm value of volt
und sto)'es it in vectoT i2,

voltl = voltagel(il); %8cts the voltage value, It then finds the cOTTespondin.g
clI:r"f'('Td valv,e at z1 and sets the value of cUTTentl,

current1 = ftel(il)/lOO;

RI = voltl/currentl %Calwlates and displays the Tesistance,

volt2 = voltage2(i2); %8ets the voltage value, It. then finds the cOT1'espondinq
leakage CUTTcnt value at '12 and sets the value of ClLTTent2,

current2 = ftc2(i2) /100;

R2 = volt2/current2 %Calwlates and displays the Tesistance,
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